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Devastating quake shakes Italy
VENICE. Italy (AP)-A Jlrong
earthquake struck northeastern Italy
yesterday evening. There were reports
of devastation and many deaths in the
most seriously affected area at the
foot of the Alps near the Yugoslavian
border.
The quake was also felt in
Yugoslavia. West Germany. Austria
and Czechoslovakia.
The most serious casualty and
damage reports were from Buia. a
town of about 8,000 in the Alpine
foothills.
The news agency Italia said it
reached the Buia police station by
telephone and a policeman there said
there were "many dead, very many...It
is not time (o ask questions now. Send
aid."
MANY BUILDINGS were reported
collapsed in Buia, burying whole
families. The tremor also knocked
down buildings in the nearby towns of
Flagonia and Anduins. and part of a
medieval
church
collapsed
at
Conegliano Veneto.

The earthquake was felt most
strongly in the area from Bolzano in
the northern Alps down to the
northern edge of Rome, and from
Trieste on the Yugoslav border to
Turin near the French border. The
intensity decreased from north and
east to the west and south.
Thousands of Italians fled their
homes in panic, especially in and near
Venice, but no major damage was
reported in that city.
THE EARTHQUAKE was measured
at between 6.5 and 6.9 on the Richter
scale, according to the Swedish
Meteorological Institution.
The Richter scale measures ground
motion. In populated areas, a quake of
4 on the scale can cause moderate
damage, 6 can be severe and a reading
of 7 means a major earthquake,
capable of widespread, heavy damage.
The
National
Earthquake
Information Center at Golden, Col.,
gave a Richter reading of 6.S for the
quake.
On the 12-point Mercalli scale.

tremors were measured at 8 in the
Udine-Trieste area and between 4 and
5 in Austria.
The US Geolog.cal Survey in
Washington reported the epicenter of
the quake in the German Alps south of
Munich. The University of California
seismographic station reported the
epicenter in Northern Italy, neat the
border with Austria.

later, followed shortly by a fourth, the
reporter said.

HOWEVER.
an
earthquake
measuring center in Vienna said the
epicenter was near Udine, Italy, a city
of 90.000 about 10 or 15 miles from
the Yugoslav border.

IN MANY PARTS of Austria and
Czechoslovakia, walls shook and
furniture started trembling, but there
were no immediate damage reports.
Power was temporarily cut in parts
of Austria.

The first specific casualty report
came from Udine. where a baby girl
died of injuries suffered in the quake,
police said.
Electricity went out in Udine as
tremors shook the city, a radio
reporter said. The first tremor lasted
about .t0 seconds and was followed by
the strongest one, which cracked open
walls. A third tremor struck an hour

Professor Marcus Baath, at the
Swedish agency in Uppsala, described
the quake as "unusually strong" and
compared it with the 1963 earthquake
in Yugoslavia that killed 1,100
persons. That quake measured 6 on
the Richter scale.

Klagenfurt. capital of the southern
Austrian
province
bordering
Yugoslavia, reported strong quake
shocks.
Members of a theatet audience
panicked briefly during a ballet
performance when they heard "a
rumbling as though a squadron had
been riding through the theater," a
witness said.

Campus legal services proposed
By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter
House Bill 335 (HB 335). which
would allow the board of trustees of
any state-funded college or university
to establish a student fee to finance a
group legal services program, has been
the topic of controversy at Ohio State
University (OSU).
State Rep. Michael P. Stinziano
(D-Columbus) accused OSU of
lobbying heavily against the bill
privately while publicly remaining
silent about the bill.
Eric R. Gilbertson, special assistant
to OSU president Harold L Enarson.
said univeristy officials never have
taken a position on the bill because it
is a legislative matter.
THE LEGAL service is voluntary
and those who join must pay a lee II
legal action is taken, the student does
not have to pay lawyers' fees which
would be handled by the service.
Gilbertson said Stinziano's charges
are untrue and it would be
unfortunate if OSU were to be called
the scapegoat if the bill was defeated.
Stinziano charged that although
OSU opposition to the bill was very
vocal when he first introduced HB
335. it went under the table when he
succeeded in moving the bill out of
committee in May 1975.

STINZIANO said the bill now is on
its "deathbed" and will die in June
when the legislature returns for three
days unless there is major effort by
students to save the bill.
Thus far there has been nearly
complete and total apathy on the part
of most students in the state.
Stinziano said.
He said he bases his allegations on
information he received from sources
in the Ohio Senate. These sources
include a member of the Senate
leadership and a high ranking assistant.
According to Stinziano. both have
told him private pressure from state
universities.
mainly
OSU.
is
responsible for the bill's failure to
dear the Senate Rules Committee.
Stinziano credits Sen. Harry Meshel
(D-Youngstown). a member of the
rules committee with moving HB 335
as far as it has gone in the Seriate.
MESHEL, however, said "Although
I can understand university authority
being generally not in favor of such a
bill, no one had come to me personally
to lobby against the bill.
"I'm senate sponsor of the bill and
this may be one reason they wouldn't
come to me," Meshel added.

"Frankly I have not felt enough
support for the bill.
"Maybe when we come back in
June," he said, "bui right now we have
legislation to work on that is of a
higher priority."
LOCALLY, Student Government
Association (SGA) president W.
Randall Hathaway said SGA is aware
of the bill and is supporting it.
"We think students chould have a
right to legal services and I have sent
letters to every Republican who sits on
the
Education
and
Finance
Committee."Hathaway said. He said
other people have been writing to the
Democratic members.
Stinziano will be on campus on May
19 and Hathaway is planning to talk to
him about what SGA can do to
promote HB 335.
"I will not apply any pressure tactics
to get this bill passed." he said. "I
think Stinziano has underlying
political motives for wanting to get
this bill passed." Hathaway said he
thinks Stinziano wants to move beyond
a state legislature position.
HATHAWAY said he
thinks
Stinziano is "Making noise at OSU in
order to keep his name in the papers."
Richard A. Edwards, assistant to the
president, said the University has

9 local transportation workers
back to work, but not working
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
Nine state Transportation dept.
employes who were laid off more than
a year ago have been reinstated and
given jobs by order of the Ohio
Supreme Court.
The nine employes returned to
work at the Transportation Dept.
offices, 317 E. Poe Rd., April 26 and
were assigned to a basement office but
were given no work. "I didn't do
anything, I just sat there," said Pat
Aldrich, one of the employes.
E.E. Murlin, personnel officer, said
the employes were not given any
duties because their insurance, which
had been cancelled when they were
laid off. had not been reissued.
THE INSURANCE was not the
reason they were assigned to the
basement office, said Jackie Aldrich.
another one of the nine employes
reinstated.
"They're just using that as an
excuse," she said, "They just didn't
want us to come back to work."
The nine workers are among 345
transportation department employes
ordered reinstated by the Ohio
Supreme Court April 21. The
reinstatement followed a year-long
dispute that employes hired under
former Ohio Gov. John J. Gilligan
were unfairly laidoff when the Gov.
James A. Rhodes administration took
office last year.
Judy Bellinger said that she lost her
job as clerk-typist in the safety dept.
because, "I'm the opposite party that
came into office." All nine workers are
Democrats, Bollinger said, and the new
Ohio administration is Republican.

"It was definitely for political
reasons. I'm a Democrat and this is a
Republican administration." she said.
PERSONNEL officer Murlin said
the workers were laid off April 4.
1975 because of "lack of work and
lack of funds." The jobs the employes
were doing were not abolished, he
said, but in most cases several persons
were doing the same job. Employes
with the least seniority were laid off.
he said.
Angelo Johnson, a safety officer
before he was furloughed said, "We
had work to do. They were trying to
say there weren't any jobs."
Now working in utilities, Johnson
said he hopes to get his former duties
back. "This isn't my line of work. I
wasn't trained in utilities," he said.
Johnson sai J that he has "no hard
feelings with anybody here" but said if
he doesn't eventually return to his
former duties, he may make an appeal
to the Dept. of Transportation Board
of Review in Columbus.
Ernest Love said he is still classified
as labor relations coordinator, the job
he had when he was laid off, but is
now "checking roadside sign files." No
one is doing the work he did last year,
Love said, and there is a need for this
position. Department administrators
say there is no work in the area of
labor relations.
LAST
YEAR,
Eugene
Madrzykowski designed street lights
for the department but now is working
in the sign shop making and painting
the objects he used to design. "Both
jobs are equally fine to me," he said

he is glad to be working in the
department again.
Bollinger
attiibuted
the
reinstatement of the workers to the
efforts of two unions: Joint
Organizing Council of Engineers (JOC)
and Ohio Civil Services Employees
Association (OCSEA). "The unions
fought it," she said.
At the time of the layoffs, some of
the employes belonged to at least one
of the unions, others did not. Some
said they plan to join the union now.
"I believe they'll be able to hold on to
our jobs better," Madrzykowski said.
During the year they were laid off,
some of the employes were able to
find other jobs and others collected
unemployment
benefits.
Each
employe will receive back pay for the
year he did not work for die state. The
money received in unemployment will
be subtracted from back pay and
returned to the state. Those who
found other jobs will receive the
difference between what :hey earned
and what they would have made at the
transportation department.
Love said he would like to make it
clear the workers whom were laid off
were not hired in the lasi days of the
Gilligan administration and were not
surplus workers. "We are all full time
civil service employes," he said. Most,
he said, had worked at the department
for at least three years and Pat Aldrich
had worked there for 16 years.
"Basically, all we ask is to be
treated like human beings and be
allowed to do our work," he said, "I
could care less who is Democratic and
who is Republican.''

taken no position on the bill but "we
have definitely not lobbied against it."
Edwards said the administration is
waiting to leam more about the bill
when Stinziano visits here.
"We have general concerns about
the bill. We need more information.
What are the cost implications of this
thing, and is there a need for this
service?" Edwards said.
Meshel also was unable to report
how much this service will cost the
student.

Vlcki L. Dreher. sophomore, taxi's Kathy Thornton to class while
Thornton recovers from a sprained foot. Vicki takes her to classes
everyday amidst stares and simply parks the cart with the
bicycles. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Rising farm prices darkening
bolstered US economic picture
WASHINGTON (AP) -Rising farm
prices brought an abrupt end to five
months of nearly stable wholesale
prices in April and signaled a probable
new round of increases at the retail
level.
The report yesterday from the
Labor Dept. marked the first major
break in this year's steady stream of
upbeat
economic
news,
which
President Ford calls one of his winning
issues.
The department said a 4.2 per cent
jump in farm prices, the biggest in a
year, was to blame for an eight-tenths
of I per cent increase in over-all
wholesale prices last month.
WHOLESALE PRICES had shown
little change since October and even
declined at an annual rate of 1.8 per
cent during the first three months of
the year. Retail price increases slowed
to 2.9 per cent annual rate in the first
quarter.
But administration economists had
warned that the low inflation rate was
unlikely to last and said prices were
expected to begin picking up again.
Maynard Comiez. the Commerce

Dept.'s acting chief economist, called
the April wholesale reporl "about
what we expected." He said as the
economic recovery continues and
expands, "we are likely lo sec sonic
rising prices, but I don't think it's
going to be in double-digit figures."
THE ECONOMIST noted lliat
recently announced price increases for
steel, aluminum and gasoline have ycl
lo be reflected at the retail level, and
will begin showing up in May and
June.
Asked about the April price surge.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said only that a smaller
increase was expected in May.
April's eight-tcnlhs of 1 per cent
increase, adjusted lo account for
seasonal influences, was the largest
since last October, when wholesale
prices rose I.I per cent. If prices
increased at the April rale for 12
months they would be up nearly 10
per cent.
FORD

administration

officials

forecast prices will increase about 6
per cent Ihis year, an improvement
over the 7 per ccnl rise last year and
the I 2.2 per cent jump in 1974.
Wholesale price increases eventually
show up al the retail level. Ihough
there are lime lags and relationships
arc nol always precise.
Higher prices I'm livestock, eggs and
coffee offscl declines for poultry,
grains and milk last month, Farm
prices had declined during the first
three months of the year.
Prices for processed foods and feeds
also rose sharply in April, climbing 1,9
per ccnl with meat reflecting the
higher livestock prices.

Weather
Cloudy and cool today, high in
the low 50s. Clearing and cool
tonight, low in the mid 30s.
Sunny and warmer tomorrow,
high in the low 60s. Probability of
rain 20 per cent today and 10 per
cent tonight.

HJ. Heinz Co. reaches agreement
with Fremont for sewage facility
By Norma Steele
Staff Reporter
The HJ. Heinz Co. has verbally
agreed to pay 41.33 per cent of the
engineering and design costs of
Fremont's $800,000 improvement
plan for that city's sewage treatment
plant.
The agreement is similiar to one
reached between Bowling Green and
the Heinz Co. in 1974, before the
company closed its plant on Enterprise
Street last year.
The Fremont agreement is being
written up by lawyers representing
both interests, according to William
Curtis, Fremont's safety service
director.
There has been some disagreement
about the amount the Heinz company
would pay, but there have been good,
honest discussions between Fremont
and Heinz officials, Curtis said.
"We held out and they agreed," he
said,
"but
there
was
no
animosity-absolutely none."
Bowling Green's new treatment
center has been delayed because of the

closing of Heinz's plain, according to
Russell W. Davies, sewer and industrial
waste superintendent. Heinz officials
had cited rising sewage waste
Ireatmenl costs as a reason for the
Bowling Green plant's closing.
The proposal lo build a new
treatment plant already had been
submitted to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), when Heinz
announced the move, Lyle B. Wright,
city assistant utilities director said.
Since the original design was larger
than Bowling Green's need, the EPA
asked the city to reconsider the plans.
THIS
MEANT
additional
engineering costs and a delay in the
construction of the plant, Wright said.
"1 think that Heinz has a financial
responsibility for the redesigning of
the Bowling Green plant," Wright said.
The mean capacity for the city's
planned treatment plant was 10
million gallons a day, with a top flow
of 16 million gallons, Davies said.
"I have heard that the new proposal
calls for 9.5 million gallon mean," he
said.

It is reasonable to expect the city to
require a nine to nine and one-half
million plant with the better sewage
system," Wright said. The new plan
also meels EPA guidelines for separate
storm and sanitary sewer lines and
construction of an express sewer.
"HEINZ ONLY moved out the
equipment," Davies said, "and we still
have the physical plant. Another
industry could move in and give us a
hell of a lol more water than Heinz."
There could be an increase in the
strength of the waste, that is. the
amount of organic matter that must be
taken out of the water, if a new
industry came into the area, he added.
The Heinz company also has agreed
to accept minimum billing for use of
Fremont's plant, which will protect
the city in the event that Heinz
experiences a year with a drastic loss
of revenue, according to Curtis.
Although the exact billing terms
have not been worked out, Fremont
will have some revenue which will
offset the cost of the plant to the
community, Curtis said.
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make your opinion k

1

consider it carefully
In a petition filed Wednesday with University Vice President for
Operations George Postich, the Human Rights Alliance (HRA) called
for a thorough study of any type of bullet to be used in the future
by University Police.
Their concern and decision to question the type of bullet to be
used by University Police is a well-intentioned and conscientious one.
The HRA petition was circulated following University Police
Director Dale F. Shaffer's statement at an April 20 meeting of the
University Police-Community Advisory Committee (UPCAC). In his
statement, Shaffer said if the police switch from the 158-grain lead
round nosed bullet now used, the new bullet may not be exactly the
same as that studied by the ammunition subcommittee of UPCAC.
The reason the new bullet may be different is that the one
recommended by the subcommittee is not currently available on the
market.
Postich must decide if a change in University Police ammunition is
warranted. He has said there are many ballistics studies which need
to be examined before a decision can be reached.
In such a serious matter as the selectio l of a bullet to be used by
University Police, Postich's deliberation and the HRA's concern will
help to insure that a thorough and proper decision is reached.

unreasonable
lobby bill
Among bills which will be awaiting the Ohio General Assembly
when it convenes for a three-day clean up session next month is u
measure that would require the regulation of lobbyists.
The bill, in its original form, was a badly needed reform to
regulate the activities of lobbyists who have prevented the effective
workings of the state government. The numerous amendments which
have bogged down the bill, however, have made it all but useless.
In its present form, the bill will require that a lobbyist file a report
with the state if he spends more than $150 on a legislator,
department head or the governor during a six month period.
This means that an affluent lobby, anxious to get its proposal
adopted, can legally spend up to $300 each year on each legislator in
the general assembly. This is an unacceptable amount.
The idea of regulating lobbyists is a workable idea which has made
considerable progress at the federal level and should be implemented
at the state level. The proposal as it stands now, though, is
unreasonable and actually contrary to the ideal of detering the
actions of potential political corrupters.
• ••

LeTTers

I wonder when they find time to eat.

good job
I have bean reading the "Letters"
for almost a year now; contemplating
and forming an opinion on each.
However, until now I haven't felt it
necessary to voice it publicly.
The recent letters concerning the
custodians hive been rash, biased, and
the accusations and criticisms are
I'm referring (o the
t groundless.
remarks alleging that all the custodians
on campus are lazy, unreliable, and
"always on coffee-breaks." As for the
maintenance men and grounds crew, I
cannot comment, but not all of the
I custodians are such as stated.
THe custodians for my floor, Carol
' and Terry, are two of the hardest
working, most pleasant people I have
ever met. Every morning they are at
3- work before eight o'clock, usually
) seven-thirty, and always with a smile
' and a greeting for anyone. And I have
j never seen either of them take a break;
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Carol and Terry are always working,
and besides caring for our floor, a
career job in itself, they also fill in
when other custodians are behind in
their work or ill. For example, last
week after finishing her own work,
Carol also filled in at Bromfidd, and,
after finishing there, went over to
Kieischcr to work some more.
No woman should be allowed to
work that hard. 1 don't know how she
and Terry can continue day after day
to work cleaning up for us and remain
smiling and friendly. Almost everyone
in the dorm takes an unfair advantage
of them. If the people living on
campus would think of them
everytime they smash something or
throw food and garbage around, the
dorms wouldn't be so messy.
It's just that Anderson Hall is lucky
enough to have Carol and Terty; they
manage to keep ahead of the slobs.
However, after all the work they do,
they receive no praise or recognition.
This is my main concern and
primary reason for writing this letter.
Admittingly. some of the workers on
this campus are lazy, but don't be too
quick to criticize because there are
others doing more than theit share,
and doing it well.
So again I would like to recognize
Carol and Terry for their excellent
work and dedication to their jobs.
Steve Fuller! on
140 Anderson Hall

more to it
As a Link counselor, I was very glad
to see your newspaper's article on the
Unk (Thursday, April 29, 1976). Any
media presentation of the Link allows
the agency's services to become better
known to the people of Wood County.
However, I feel that your article did
not present the Link in its true image.
To a large extent, the article portrayed
the Link as an organization staffed by
students to specifically serve students.
That is not the case.
The Link is an agency which serves
the entire population of Wood
County, including the students at
BGSU.
The Link is a twenty-four hour
phone and walk-in crisis intervention,
information and referral agency
located at S2S Pike St., Bowling
Green, phone: 3521545.
The Link has sixty-nine trained
counselors working at the agency.

By Members of the University
Relations Advisory Board
Guesl Columnists

Editors Note: The Office of Public
Services, in an effort to improve both
internal and external relations by
stimulating student interest and input,
has
established
the
University
Relations Advisory Board. The board
is composed of fourteen students
representing a wide cross-section of
the student population. The puipote
of the URAB is to improve the rapport
among all university factions, groups
and departments by providing a more
effective flow of accurate information
among student groups and to and from
the faculty and the administration.
Recent questions
and
misunderstandings concerning the
academic calendar prompted the
University Relations Advisory Board
to research the subject. The 1976-77
calendar, approved by Academic
.Council in October, 1975, then revised
and formally approved by President
Moore on November 17, 1975 is:
Fall quarter starts Wednesday,
September 22; Thanksgiving recess
starts Wednesday. November 24; and
the quarter ends on Thursday,
December 9. Winter quarter will run
from Monday, January 3 to Thursday,
March 17. Spring quarter will start
Monday, March 28 and end on
Thursday, June 9. Summer quarter
will begin Monday, June 20; Monday,
July 4 is a holiday; the first session
ends on Friday, July 22; and the
second session ends on Friday, August
26..
Veteran's Day, Columbus Day,
Presidents' Day and/or Martin Luther
King Day, and Memorial Day will not
be observed next year.
EACH QUARTER must consist of
fifty school days (ten meeting days a
quarter for each day. M-F). Monday
holidays caused classes to be held the

Monday of exam week, making finals
last through Friday. Under the new
calendar, finals will nin from Monday
through Thursday. This change will
give us four more days for Christmas
next year than this year, as well as add
a day to spring break.
The proposed schedule for 1977-78
is very similar, but. since the winter
and spring quarters are scheduled to
begin on a Tuesday, finals will again
run Tuesday through Friday. (If the
quarters started on Monday, students
would have to be returning to school
New Years Day and Easter Sunday.)
The proposed calendar is as follows:
Fall quarter will start Wednesday,
September 21; Thanksgiving break
begins Wednesday. November 23: and
the quarter ends on Thursday.
December 8. Winter quarter runs from

Tuesday, March 28 and ends Friday^
June 9. The first summer term starts
Monday, June 19; Tuesday, July 4 is a
holiday: and the first term ends on
Friday. July 21. The second term ends
Friday, August 25.
This calendar is being proposed, so
your input at this time is valuable. If
you have any suggestions, comments
or questions on this plan, they will be
greatly appreciated.
ACADEMIC
COUNCIL
will
probably
consider the calendar
proposal at its May 19 meeting. All
Council meetings are open to the
public, and students are encouraged to
attend.
Our
SCA
representatives
to
Academic Council are Mary Helen
Framme (405 SS Bldg.. 372-2951 or

__393) and Steve Hilgeman
(3^2-3782).
Contact
these
representatives or a member of the
URAB before May 14. Make your
opinion known now-whether lor or ,
againsl-before
Academic Council
votes on the proposed 1977-78

calendar!

University
Relations
Advisory
Board members are: Terri Collins, jr..
BA; Barbara Coulter, sr.. BA,
co-coordinator; Karen Fletcher, soph..
ED., co-coordinator; Steve Gonzales.
soph.. BA; Jackie Gram. soph.. BA
Angela Hadjiloizou. grad., BA; PJ
Hutson. sr.. ED.; Keith Kannapel
soph.. BA; Judy Lowery, soph.. HCS.
Mack McElroy. sr.. ED.; Kirk Morton.
soph.. AS: Rookie O'Ryan. jr.. ED.
Randy
Pijor. fresh.. BA; and
Parminder Sandhu.jr.. AS.

.
•
,

,
(

'
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senator Humphrey's wishing well
WASHINGTON-Maybe we should
put Hubert Humphrey in the White
House. He might do less damage there
than in the Senate and, as President
Humphrey, he would be forced to
administer the laws Senator Humphrey
is pushing to get passed.

They range in age from 18-76 years.
Twenty-nine (43%) of the counselors
are non-students. The counselors
represent a composite of the county
they serve, representing various ages,
occupations and lifestyles. Counselors
are from nine communities in Wood
County other than Bowling Green and
one other county beside Wood.
The Link operates under full
confidentiality. A person does not
have to give the counselor his/her
identity. In most cases, first names
only are used, only to make the
conversation more personal. The Link
will give information to a person or
refer that person to
another
organization or agency, including
mental health agencies, that would be
able to better fulfill the person's
needs.
The Link serves a useful function in
the community and will continue to do
so with the support of the people of
Wood County.
Janet A. Pearl
306 Frazee Ave

ideas
The rising rape problem disturbs me
quite a bit and after looking at the
preventive steps in practice, it seems to
me that they aren't to affective. 1
know of a girl who was raped this
year. 1976. and after she went to the
campus security and reported it,
nothing was done about it.
Tell me what good it is to have a
security force that doesn't do
something about a problem like this.
This incident occurred before the
Easter weekend attacks and since
nothing was done maybe the campus
security thought that if they ignored
it, that it would go away. Do 1 have to
say more? I've thought of some
possible
improvements
in
the
nighttime procedures.
,
As a starter it wouldn't hurt to have
some extra night guards, at least in the
girls' dorms. From what I can see one
night guard can't possibly catch or
even locate someone when there are
four or five possible escape routes to
be taken. Not all night guards patrol as
much as they should anyway.
While they are making their rounds
they should check all doors and dooi
handles on each floor. If they are
unlocked the guard should check with
the resident (s) to let them know that
it would be safer if it were locked.
Some girls will right away complain

Impeachment or chaos surely lie in
wait for the chief executive unlucky
enough
to
oversee
the
Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment
Act, a measure of such manifest
impracticality that its passage!] make
us wish we were back faith LBJ and

about being wakened and I ask them if
taking the chance of possibly being
raped isn't worth a few minutes sleep.
To those who think it is to much of a
hassle to get up to let their roommate
or a visiting friend in, I say the same.
Here I add another feature, a female
member to the night force. This could
prove beneficial when the guards come
upon an unlocked door and after
getting no response she could check to
make sure things were O.K. She could
also check the Johns to make sure no
one was hiding in them, An objection
might come out of this that a
boyfriend might be visiting and it
would be invading their privacy. To
this I ask why the door would be left
unlocked if nonpublic actions were
taking place. I wouldn't leave my door
open for the public.
On each round the night guards
should make they should check all
doors with direct outside contact. In
the dorms where it is harder to keep
track of all the outside doors special
guards could be hired to just watch
these doors. I happened to be up the
other night and was taking a stretch. It
was a door that was twenty feet from
the nightly used doors and it had been
spaced so that anyone who pulled on
it could walk in undetected. Extra
precautions could be taken when this
happens.
These are a few of my ideas to our
problem. Right away you'll here
people bitching about diem. There will
be a big cry about it costing to much
to hire the extra night guards. My
reply to the administration is that if
they can't cut down in some areas that
the money isn't really needed, like
some of the dorm maids and janitors,
and spend this money qn the safety of
the students, then their heads are in a
place where I'd rather not say.
1 can't see the university allowing
this problem to continue without
something seriously being done about
it. There are a lot of good people on
this campus and I would hate to see a
few, no matter what color, mess it up
for the rest of us.
A rapist is a rapist and the problem
should be handled and looked at in
this way. As soon as the act has been
committed, someone is being picked
on turning it into a racial problem.
That should have been considered
before the action. I just hope the
problem is solved and not just ignored.
BUI McClellan
314 Offenhauer

Institute for Full Employment" as.
well as a "National Commission for
Full Employment." Staff salaries are
per diem expenses for the consultants'
and advisors and spelled out in some,
detail, although nothing else is.
,

the Great Society. Still, many
prominent Democrats support the bill
and, since if you catch Jerry Ford on
the right day hell sign absolutely
anything, we'd best take a peek at it.
Besides, it's a piece of vintage
corporate liberalism.
Humphrey is a great one for
presidential reports to Congress. In
Humphrey-Hawkins, Senator Ebullient
wants a report every six months which
will contain "a full employment and
production program, both long and
short range." He also wants it to
include a lot of other things like "the
estimated volume of goods and
services, both public and private,
required to meet human and national
needs, including but not limited to
food,
fibers...eaergy ..communication. ..day care facilities...artistic and
cultural activities...."
DOES THAT mean that every six
months the President must estimate
that we'll need 8,741 paintings, 1,705
performances of "Swan Lake" and 14
new marimba bands?
Old Triple H was elected to the
Senate first in 1948. By this time he
ought to know how to draw up a
proper law. Or, if that's not sloppy
legislating and he believes all that junk
he's got in there, you can see why the
term Humphrey-type liberal is a code
word for laughter.
Humphrey has never understood
that the creation of boards, councils,
committees and commissions isn't the
same
thing
as
substantial
accomplishment. He has another bill in
the hopper, this baby is his Balanced
Growth and Economic Planning Act,
which envisions the establishment of
the following entities: the Economic
Planning Board, the Division of
Economic Information, the Council on
Economic Planning, the Advisory
Committee on Economic Planning and
the Division of Balanced Growth. The
texts of the bills the man writes are a
parody of himself.
Balanced Growth is nothing next to
Humphrey-Hawkins. The latter tackles
the problem of joblessness by
mandating that the United States
Employment Service change its name
to
the
United
States
FULL
Employment Service (emphasis mine).
That ought to do the job but if it
doesn't, this bill creates a national
network of things called "local
planning
councils," "community
public service works reservoirs" and
Job Guarantee Offices" (each with its
own "job guarantee officer"), plus a
beast called the "Standby Job Corps,"
after which comes a "National

TRIPLE H may be more clever than '
we give him credit for. He may have i
figured out that he can achieve full,
employment simply by hiring the
entire surplus labor supply into the
empty civil service slots he's created. *
The bill
literally
says the,
government owes everybody a job
who's "willing and able." which is'
defined to mean any human being who >
can crawl, roll, stumble or crash into a ,
"Full Employment Office." No one is
to be excluded a by reason of'
"impairments of sight, hearing.'
movement.
coordination, mental
retardation or other handicaps."
^
In
reality
this
is
another
name-switch. Since the bill empowers'
the government to create any number,
of jobs by fiat, what will happen is
that everyone on every form of"
welfare will be transferred of "hired"into fictitious jobs. They won't be,
doing any more productive work than
they're doing now. and the costs for
this charade will be much higher than'
the present programs, but Humphrey,
will be able to say he's solved both the
unemployment and welfare problems.'
For a nation that has RonaldReagan and is unable to understand,
that creating real jobs and training
people to fill them is much more'
costly than welfare, perhaps the extra'
billions Humphrey-Hawkins will cost,
are worth it.
STILL, IT isn't a full employment
program: it's a bill to disguise
unemployment, to hide it from
ourselves, and as such it exemplifies1
the liberals' terror at going after root,
problems, at the structural difficulties
that make it impossible for us to put
all of our people te work.
wi
Not only does Humphrey-Hawkins
hide unemployment instead of curing
it, but it also weakens our business
system at great peril to the economy!
By permitting the government to pay.
the salaries of workers in private
business it invites corruption, declining*
productivity and subsidizing dying!
inefficient, unneeded firms that should,
be allowed to go under.
The
measure's
inflationary'
possibilities are so vast even Senator*
Ebullient is aware of them. And how,
does he solve that problem? He just
includes a clause ordering the'
executive branch not to let it happen •
Why not? The bill also orders job,
satisfaction for workers, consumer
satisfaction
for customers and,'
naturally, help for the small
businessman. Any technical problerrsj
concerning execution of the legislation
are to be taken care of by hiring
academics to make studies. This
legislation reads as though it were
drafted by the editorial board of The
National Lampoon.
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Grant aids philosophy center
By Tom Sdirock
Staff Writer

From Aaociated Press Reports
A TERRORIST GROUP, including i
woman dressed in black, she* and killed six
secret agents and a customs officer and
wounded two others persons yesterday in
Mexico City, a police spokesman said.
The police initially thought there were
two groups striking simultaneously only
blocks away, but later said It was
apparently a single group.
The spokesman said at least four
terrorists strolled into a small restaurant
in northern Mexico City and opened fire
with automatic weapons and pistols on
six secret agents.
All six were killed and a waiter was
seriously wounded, the police spokesman
said.
The terrorists fled in a car past an
outdoor juice stand four blocks away
where two uniformed customs officials
were standing. Gunfire from the car killed
one of the officials and wounded another.
Neither officer apparently was aware of
the attack moments earlier down the
street.

ARMY RESEARCH SHOWS that
scores of Rocky Mountain Arsenal
employes have experienced abnormal
brain
wave patterns after
being
accidentally exposed to nerve gas. the
Rocky Mountain News said in yesterday's
editions.
The News said a report on the Army
research
contends
the "long-term
neurophysiological changes" may have
triggered psychiatric problems in arsenal
workers.
The Denver newspaper said it obtained
a portion of the report, which it said will
be released later this year.
The report details a comparison of 79
arsenal workers, all of whom were victims
of nerve gas accidents, with 38 average
workers, the News said. Beginning in
1969. they were given periodic brain
wave tests, or electroencephalograms.
"It would appear a matter of certainty
that exposures to such nerve agents
induce abnormalities in the electrical
activity of the human brain," the News
quoted the report as saying. Moreover,
the abnormalities have lasted as long as
2to years, the Army study reportedly
said.

CHINA WANTS Western Europe and
the United States to prepare themselves
fur "an imminent and inevitable war"
.iBiiiisi the Soviet Union, the London
Times reported from Peking yesterday.
Correspondent Peter Hazelhurst said
this was the message the Chinese gave
visiting
British
Foreign
Secretary
Anthony Ciosland. His report was
attributed to British sources.
Crosland met for 2 hours and 20
minutes
Wednesday
with
Chiao
Kuan-hua. the Chinese foreign minister.
"It is understood that the main part of
the discussions was devoted to Chinese
views on the dangers of a world war
against the Soviet Union." the Times
reporter said.
He added: "Using the Maxim: 'united
we stand, divided we fall.' Mr. Chiao is
reported to have told Mr. Crosland that
there is no doubt about the inevitability
of war and anyone who denies this is
fooling himself. The Soviet Union's plan
is to make a feint in the East while
attacking the West.""
Diplomatic sources in London noted
that in the past the Chinese have often
pressed on foreign visitors their veiw that
war with the Soviet Union is inevitable,
but they thought the use of the word
imminent was new.

LOUISE LASSER. the deadpan.
iragi-comic star of the "Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman" television series, faces
arraignment next Wednesday on a felony
charge of cocaine possession.
Deputy Dist. Atty. Marvyn Kaye, in
charge of the Beverly Hills office, said
Wednesday the complaint was filed after
laboratory analysis confirmed that a
white powder allegedly found in Lasser's
purse was 80 milligrams of cocaine.
Lasser, 35, was arrested Saturday after
an altercation in a boutique. At the police
station, authorities determined there were
two outstanding traffic warrants against
her. As she was being booked on those
warrants, police found a vial allegedly
containing the cocaine.
She is free on $1,613 bail.

RONALD REAGAN said yesterday he
thinks he can win the presidential
nomination on the first ballot at the
Republican
National
Convention.
President Ford, meanwhile, forswore any
more predictions about how he will do in
the primaries.
Campaigning in Shreveport, La.,
Reagan said his delegate strength has
exceeded his own projections.
"I believe it is possible to go to the

convention now with enough delegates to
win on the first ballot." the former
California governor told some 2S0
supporters at the Shreveport airport.
Reagan, who is challenging Ford for
the GOP nomination, made his
assessment as the President's key political
advisers grew increasingly pessimistic
about Ford's chances of arriving at the
Republican convention with enough votes
for a first-ballot victory.
Some are concerned he could lose his
own state's primary.
At the White House, Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said Ford, who fell behind
Reagan in delegate strength after four
straight primary losses, will drop his
practice of publicly assessing his chances
before the balloting.
Nessen called it part of the President's
change in campaign strategy.
ISRAEL HAS ACCUSED Egypt of
using the Security Council as a battlefield
for its rivalry with Syria for the role of
champion of Palestinian rights.
"It is for this barren purpose that you
have been summoned here in order to
satisfy
Egyptian
political
motives
completely unrelated to the issue under
discussion," Ambassador Chaim Herzog
told the council Wednesday during debate
on Egyptian charges of an Israeli reign of
terror in the occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip.
"The debate is part of an Egyptian
effort to reassert itself in the Arab world
and to score over the Syrians," Herzog
declared.
Diplomatic sources say Egypt brought
Israeli policy in the West Bank before the
council for the second time in two
months to exploit a rift between Syria
and
the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization. The Palestinians are afraid
that Syria is going to take over Lebanon
and then stop their guerrilla operations
against Israel, just as they ban Palestinian
attacks on the Jewish nation from Syrian
bases.

PATRICIA HEARST, the star boarder
in an ultra-modern prison without bars,
has settled into a daily routine dominated
by her meetings with psychiatrists and
counselors, her warden says.
Warder J.D. Williams said the
22-year-oJd convict-heiress is "doing
O.K." at the federal Metropolitan
Correctional Center where she was
brought for a special evaluation.
"She is here fot study and
observation," said Williams. The results of
those studies could help US District
Court Judge Oliver J. Carter determine
Hearst's final sentence on bank robbery
charges.
Convicted March 20 in San Francisco.
Hearst is under a temporary 35-year
sentence, a formality required for her
commitment at San Diego. Her arrival
here was delayed when she was
hospitalized for a collapsed lung April 13.
Williams said in a telephone interview
that Hearst is undergoing medical as well
as psychological tests in a format
designed to put her at ease.

WALTER CRONKITE says at first he
was sickened to learn of Barbara Walters'
SI million-a-year contract with ABC-TV
but now feds it is a logical and acceptable
extension of the big salaries TV
journalists always have been paid.
"There was a first wave of nausea, the
sickening sensation that perhaps we were
all going under, that all of our efforts to
hold network television news aloof from
show business had failed."
But on further reflection, Cronkite
said, he decided there was no valid reason
she shouldn't be paidSI million since she
is a competent journalist and TV
reporters "have been getting show
business salaries...since the beginning."
Cronkite, a veteran news reporter, earns
several hundred thousand dollars a year.

A WATERCOLOR PAINTING by
Pablo Picasso was to be returned
yesterday to the Columbus Gallery of
Fine Arts, almost five months after it was
stolen, authorities said.
The FBI was to return the 1754 by
13V4-inch painting, titled "Abstraction,
1916," from a laboratory in Washington,
DC said Franklin County Prosecutor
George Smith.
Gallery
officials
verified
the
watercolor's authenticity earlier in the
week, authorities said.
The painting, valued at $75,000, was
discovered missing from the gallery last
Dec. 15. Officials would not disclose how
it was found other than to say it was
recovered from "an individual in a
western state."
Smith said the painting was not
damaged and that no arrests have been
made.

The
University's
Philosophy Documentation
Center, recognized as one of
the world's major sources of
bibliographical information
on philosophy, has received
a $124,000 grant from the
National Endowment for
the Humanities-to collect
and
process
data on
philosophy
books
and
articles published between
1940 and 1966.
The center is the US
headquarters
for
the
''Bibliography
of
Philosophy."
an
index
published in Paris and
supported by the United
Nations
Educational.
Scientific
and
Cultural
Organization -UNESCO.
The center, located in 120
McFall
Center.
also
publishes the world's only
microfilm
journal
on
philosophy.
"Philosophy
Research
Archieves,"
according to Gerald E.
Slivka. the center's business
manager.

THE GRANT will be
used to supplement "The
Philosopher's Index." which
was first published in 1967.
The index is a quarterly
publication
which
lists
articles
from
270
philosophy
journals
published ihroughout the
world. The index lists nearly
1.100 articles each issue and
contains summaries of many
of those articles, written by
their authors. Slivka said.
The
data
will
be
published in a hardbound
volume and stored on
computer tapes. It will be
available
through!
the
center's
Philosophers'
Information
Retrieval
System
(PIRS),
a
computerized system which
allows a person to receive a
customized bibliography on
a specific philosopher, topic
or time period.
Slivka
said
while
submitting a request for
information, a person may
specify
any
logical
combination of key word
descriptors, such as "Kant
and metaphysics." a given

time period and a list of
languages the user can
utilize. "The computer is
able to interrelate terms and
provide
the
proper
information." he said.
"THERE ARE no other
centers like this in the
world." Slivka said. "We
have
a
cooperative
agreement with a center in
Dusseldorf. West Germany,
but it is different from this
center."
The center is directed by

Dr. Richard H. Lineback.
professor of philosophy,
and it employs 20 persons,
including an editorial staff
of 10 philosophers from
several universities as well as
clerical staff.
Slivka said the editorial
staff will be expanded to 20
philosophers, whom are
paid to read and index
articles. "We've sent letters
to philosophy departments
at 100 universities asking
for recommendations."

Within two years, four
volumes
cbverlng
information published after
1940 will be published by
the center. Slivka said.
The grant does not
provide
funds
for
typesetting or printing, he
said. Revenue is generated
by
the
self-supporting
center through fees for
services such as PIRS,
charges for books and 1.600
index subscriptions.

Lecture slated
State Sen. Oliver Ocasek (D-Northfield). President Pro
Tempt*e of the Ohio Senate, will discuss "Presidential
Politics-1976" and the slate legislature at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Dogwood Suite, Union.
Ocasek serves as vice chairman of the Democratic
presidential "uncommitted" slate in the Ohio June 8
primary.
A professor of education at the University of Akron.
Ocasek has chaired the Senate committee dealing with
education in Ohio and is known for his activities in
behalf of higher education. He has served as a delegate to
several national Democratic conventions and was a
national vice president of the Young Democratic Clubs
of America.

30 Cleveland families homeless from fire
CLEVELAND
(AP)-Standing
in
the
smoldering rubble of a
predawn fire that high
winds fanned across a
three-block area yesterday,
40-year-old Sam Robinson
said
sadly.
"Nothing,
nothing, nothing left to
do."
Robinson was one of a
hundred left homeless as a
result of the lire which
destroyed the old frame
homes, lighting the night
sky for miles.
The blaze that began in a
vacant building and swept
through 30 homes was
presumed to he arson. Ll.
Edward Kraning. of the
Cleveland Fire Department
said, adding. "Fires don't
start by themselves in
empty houses."
THE
CITY'S
FIRE
department
estimated
damage at $500,000.
Later Mayor Ralph J.
Perk toured the southeast
side of the city, talking to
the homeless. He said he
had asked the state and
federal governments to
declare the neighborhood a
disaster area, which would
make its residents eligible
for financial aid.
More than 100 firemen,
one-tenth of the city's
firefighting
force, were
called to contain the
55-alarm blaze with 16
pumpers four hook-and-ladder trucks and a rescue
squad. They were unable to
fight the 40 mile an hour
winds, rtrefighters also were

PORTAGE

hampered by low water
pressure
in
the
neighborhood's old water
lines and curious onlookers
slowed their rush to the
scene.
Firemen were able to
keep
the
Naze from
spreading to nearby oil
tanks but because of the
intense heal were unable to
reach the heart of the
burning area.
And when it was all over,
the junkmen came, some
with trucks, trying to
salvage pipes and fixtures
from the rubble. Perk
ordered a close police
watch.
The
neighborhood
mailman came by, uncertain
what to do with his letters.
One was a welfare check for
Geraldine Davis, who was
away from her home when
the fire broke out and
arrived to find nothing but
smoke and heat "like an
oven."
THE CITY was accepting
applications
for
publichousing to shelter those
who lacked a place to stay.
A Red Cross disaster center
to distribute food, clothing
and health care was set up
in a church a block from the
burned-out area.
There were no major
injuries, but a Red Cross
official said nurses had
treated
many of the
homeless for minor burns
and shock At least two
firemen suffered smoke
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inhalation and exhaustion.
The nightmare will live
long in the memory of
Dorothy Gullatt. 40.
"WE WERE frightened to
death," she said. "There was
nothing to do but run for
your life. The wind was

blowing the fire and I was
not able to save anything. I
grabbed my baby and ran.
Gullatt says she lost
everything, her SIO.OOO
home and thousands more
spent in refurbishing it and
in furniture. When she paid

off the mortgage, she
was
said, her insurance
canceled.
"I don't know why," she
said, "whether the homes
were too old or because it
was a predominantly black
area.

Rip-offs rectified by SCU
If you've been ripped off
or think you have been
treated unfairly by your
landlord, a local business or
the University, the Student
Consumer Union (SCU) can
help.
Through the complaints
division
of SCU, 39
complaints
have
been
handled this year. Of these,
29 have been resolved.
Refunds of $142.35 have
been given to students.
Merchandise
returns,
replacements
and
corrections have been made
for apartments.
"If people would ask
questions before making
purchases or signing leases,
it would save a lot of
trouble," said Marcia Pastor,
sophomore and director of
the complaint department
of SCU. She said the office
will try to handle any
problems and answer any

questions students may have
concerning their consumers
rights.
PASTOR said most of the
complaints handled are
made about landlords, local
cleaners, stores and mail
orders.
Procedure for handling
complaints involves the SCU
making
sure
that all
available possibilities for
settlement between the
merchant and the consumer
have been attempted.
Alter the SCU complaint
division has decided to
handle
the
complaint,
written notification of the
complaint will be sent to
the merchant along with a
suggested solution. If this
fails, the SCU will contact
the
merchant.
If
a
settlement still has not been
reached letters are sent
to the Better
Business

Green
Chamber
of
Commerce or similar area
organizations.
In the event that these
actions are not effective, the
complaint will be turned
over to the Dept. of
Commerce
and
the
Consumer
Frauds
and
Crimes Section of the Ohio
Attorney General's office. If
action is necessary, the case
will be made in a small
claims court.
COMPLAINTS
against
the University will be
handled by SCU members in
person, then through the
dean of students, the
Vice-President
and
the
University
president
if
necessary.
Any student with a
question or a complaint is
urged to call the SCU office
at 372-0238 or 372-0248 or
stop by 405 Student
Services Bldg.
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local briefs
Job Interviews
The placement office still has interviews open with
the following organizations:
Toledo Blade. SCM Corp. (May 11). National Bank of
Detroit (May 12), Standard Brands (May 19); and
Marian Health Foundation,
Minnesota Fabrics and
Plllibury Co. (May 20).
Interested students should review the requirements of
each company and sign-up where appropriate. Data
sheets are required at the time of sign-up.

One-act plays
The advanced directing class will present six one-act
plays at 8 p.m. Monday and Tuesday in 405 University
Hall.
Rays included are "People in the Wind," "Happy
Journey," "Purgatory," "Impromptu" and "It Should
Happen to a Dog."
Admission is 25 cents.

Hood Start dinner
Graduates of the Head Start supplementary training
program at the University will be honored during a
banquet at 6:30 p.m. Monday in the White Dogwood
Suite, Union.

GSS party
Graduate Student Senate will have a party today from
4-10 p.m. in the Ice Arena lounge. The menu includes
pizza and beer, with an admission price of $1.50. All
graduate students are invited.

•

Art exhibit

The 25th annual University Student Art Exhibition
will open at I p.m. Sunday at the School of Art's Fine
Arts Gallery. The show will run through June 2.
Regular gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.

Orchestra recital
The University Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Emil Raab, will present a concert at 2:30 p.m. Sunday in
the Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Admission is $2 for adults and SO cents for students
and children.

Auction film
"America's Pop Collector," a film about a 1973
audition of 50 pieces of contemporary art worth
$2,240,000. will be shown at 7 p.m. Sunday at 210
Math-Science Bldg.

Motivation speech
Dr David Greene of Carnegie-Mellon University will
discuss "Extrinsic Rewards and Intrinsic Motivation" al
8 p.m. Tuesday in 110 Business Administration Bldg.
The lecture is free and open to the public.

Toledo symphony
The Toledo Symphony Orchestra will present "From
Sea to Sea" at 3 p.m. Sunday at Art Museum Peristyle.
The program will feature Jim Rudes, television
personality and University graduate, and will be directed
by Michael A. Miller, another University graduate.

Kurfess speech
Rep. Charles F. Kurfess (R-Buwling Green), will speak
to University classified Civil Service personnel at 7:30
p.m. Monday, in the Capital Room, Union.
Kurfess will discuss legislation effecting state Civil
Service personnel.

Homecoming plans
All organizations and individuals interested in having a
representative on the Homecoming Planning Commiltee
and have not contacted the committee, will have a last
chance to do so at a meeting d:30 p.m. Monday in the
Taft Room, Union.

Opera program
"An Evening of Opera Excerpts" will be held at 8
p.m. Tuesday in the Recital Hall, Music Bldg. The
program will feature guest artists from Toledo.

Geology talks
Two geology talks will be presented at the University,
one on Friday, and another on Monday. Dr. Paul C.
Franks, associate professor of geology at the University
of
Akron.
will speak
on "Petrology
and
Contact-Melamorphic Effects of Mica Peridotite" in
Woodson County. Kansas, al noon today, 70 Overman
Hall.
Dr. David MacKcnzie of Marathon Research will
lecture on "Petroleum Exploration Research at 4 p.m.
Monday, b** Overman Hall. Both talks arc free and open
to the public.
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More make use of Technology facility
One half of the room is
equipped
for
the
non-metallic materials such
as wood and plastics.
Students
learn
woodworking and plastics
design among other things.
On the metallic half of the
workshop is metalworking
equipment, machinery and
facilities
for
learning
welding techniques.
Manufacturing students
cooperate closely
with
outside industry in different
ways, said graduate assistant
Brian Murphy. Students
participate in internship
programs, as three such
industry experiences are
required for manufacturing
majors. They also serve
corporations
in
two
ways--they
work
on
consultations
for
icchnologic.il innovations,
and Ihey work on company
research and developmental
projects.
ACCORDING
TO a
recent departmental report,
manufacturing students also
make use of computers in
designing, monitoring and
controlling manufacturing
processes.
The
energy.
power,
instrumentation and control
laboratory, (EPIC), is also
located on the ground floor.
Murphy said this is a
relatively new area of study
and deals with utilization of
many forms of energy.
Studies are based on the
energy use in manufacturing
processing and industry.
Rather than the large
industrial machinery used in
the manufacturing lab. EPIC
utilizes controls machinery
including
electronic,
mechanical and pneumatic
equipment.

By Debbie Gebolyi
Behind the Psychology
Building and across from
Offenhauer Towers is a
modern white building with
a
metal
contraption
spinning around on the
roof.
To onlookers,
the
building is an unknown
curiosity. But to 323
students whose major is
centered in this building,
and to the administrators
who decided to spend $2.5
million for its construction
in 1972, it means much
more.
This
secluded
white
building on the northern
section of campus is the
Technology Building. It
houses four laboratories and
is the hub of activity for 10
undergraduate programs and
a graduate program.
TOGETHER with the
older Technology Building
Annex on Poe Road,
resources are provided for
majors under two general
categories-- in dustrial
i-diK.iturn and technology.
The department is no longer
confined to preparation for
only industrial education
teachers, but also can
prepare students for jobs in
business and industry.
In die basement of the
new Technology Building is
the department's largesl lab.
the
manufacturing
laboratory. In this lab
students majoring both in
industrial education and
technology receive practical
experience in the processes
of manufacturing. They
learn how metallic and
non-metallic
industrial
materials arc processed.

The purpose of these
energy studies is to test and
measure functions, as well
as harnessing energy with
control devices.
UPSTAIRS is an area
designated for design and
engineering
graphics.
Technology and education
majors
work
on
communicative
working
drawings, models, proposed
machinery
models,
architectural
drafting,
product
design
and
computer graphics.
Scientific knowledge in
physics, mathematics and
computer science are put to
use in this lab working on
experimental models of

machinery. Students can
build miniature replicas of
machinery,
test
their
effectiveness, and offer the
results
to
industry
innovators.
Next to the design and
engineering graphics lab is
the visual communication
lab. Here students design
and produce media for
business and
industry.
Projects
include
photography,
offset
lithography
(a printing
process), silk screening,
media
design,
slide
presentations, filmmaking,
videotaping and multimedia
and slide presentation.
It is the second largest
area of study and has

written last year, is a
collection of essays which
debate the African ideas and
events of the last two
decades.
There is a growing
interest in African affairs."
Champion said. Along with
that interest, there is "quite
a lot of misinterpretation
anil distortion about Africa.

( liinn.i
Achcbc.
an
African novelist, will speak
on the "Image of Africa in
the West" at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Alumni
Room, Union.
Achebc is the author of
"Things Fall Apart." which
is "considered to be a classic
in African literature." Dr.
Ernest
A.
Champion,
assistant professor of ethnic
studies, said. Achhebc also
wrote "No longer at East."
"Arrow of God" and "A
Man of die People," as well
as several poetry and short
story books.
His latest book. "Morning
Yet on Creation Day."

"IT IS AN important
continent
In terms of
resources."
Champion
continued. "The manpower
and materials that Africa
has to offer is a vastly
untapped reservoir."
Achebc is the senior
research fellow for the
Institute of African Studies
at the University of Nigeria

Auto rally planned;
160-mile course set
explained. Die goal is to
complete
a
designated
course in the fastest time by
Mlowing detailed written
living instructions and
obeying all traffic laws.
Check points are set up
along the course to make
certain the car is on course
and on time.

Fiats.
Stingrays.
Triumphs and MGs will be
competing
throughout
northwestern
Ohio Ulis
Sunday for the benefit of
muscular dystrophy victims.
The University Sports Cat
Club will
be holding its
annual Spring Car Rally this
Sunday. May 9 in Wood.
Sandusky and
Ottawa
counties.
Tom
Etsinger.
club
spokesman, said the rally's
course is about IN) miles in
length
and
moderately
difficult.
A rally is not designed to
see who can drive the fastest
between locations. Etsinger

Registration will be from
8-10 a.m. Sunday in 1105
Offenhauer West. A novice
rally school will be offered
at
9 o'clock
Sunday
morning.
The first car will be sent
off at 10:01 a.m.

By Cindy Leise
A dog with a leg lacerated to the bone by a steel leg-hold
trap was euthanized at the Wood County Animal Shelter
last week, two months after the end of Ohio's legal trapping
season.
Darlene D. Petkwitc, treasurer of the Ohio Committee
for Humane Trapping, Inc.. (OCHT), said this type of
cruelty is motivating their group to seek an amendment to
the Ohio constitution which will ban the leg-hold trap.
The committee, Petkwitc said, does not want to outlaw
all traps sportsmen use. adding the "quick kill" trap is
acceptable because it puts the animal out of pain
immediately.
"THE STEEL leg-hold trap will not kill the animal,"
Petkwitc said. "Its two jaws clamp around a leg, often
holding an animal for days until it chews off its own limb."
"Dogs, cats and even six-year-old children can get caught
in the jaws. This trap is completely indiscriminate in the
size of the animal it traps," she said.
In their fight to ban the leg-hold traps, the OCHT first
approached the Division of Wildlife of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources to persuade them to use
their authority to rule against the traps. According to
Petkwitc. the wildlife division has refused to act on the
issue because of pressure from hunting lobbyists.
"It's very difficult to get government to act when groups

in Nsukka. This year he is a
visiting professor of English
at
the
University
of
Connecticut.
"We have been after him
for the last two years,"
Champion said. "When he
came to Michigan last
month, we were able to
meet him and convince him
to speak here."
Achebc is the founding
editor of the African Writers
Series, and Okike, an
African journal of new
writing. His book, the
"Arrow of God," won the

British
New Statesman
Award In I9(i5 and he was
named an honorary fellow
of the Modem Language
Association of America.
His presentation, which is
free and open to the public,
is jointly sponsored by the
ethnic
studies.
Black
Student Union. College of
Aits and Sciences. Black
African
People's
Association,
Student
Activities.
the
creative
writing
pro gra m ,
international programs and
the University Division.

SURF PLACE

CLEVELAND
(AP) - Twelve-year-old Beth
Ann
Louis, fearful
a
planned big bridge would
ruin her peaceful village, did
what anyone taught faith in
officialdom would do: she
wrote to the county
engineer.
Back came the reply: Her
villagers were "moochers.
scroungers, chiselers and
parasites" for scorning the
benefits the engineer saw in
the bridge.
And she should learn to
spell.
The exchange brought an
angry response from Beth's
teacher, Raymond Welling,
who says engineer Albert S.
Porter set a very bad.
example by responding
crudely to the letter.

environment
or
the
community." Welling said
others wrote letters too. but
got
more encouragning
responses.
And. Welling added.
Porter has no right to
criticize a seventh grader for
spelling errors when he can't
spell himself.
Her mother. Mrs. David
R. Louis, says Porter is just
plain nasty.
Porter
isn't
talking,
publicly at least.
His office reports he is on
the road, his wife says he
isn't home, and someone
who answers the phone at
the county headquarters
says his secretary has just
stepped out of the office for
the umpteenth time.

BETH WROTE it as a
shool project-"do things to
somehow
improve
the

BETH'S LETTER said
replacing the small bridge
with a bigger one would
scare away the animals and

I
I
*

two
"FRESH AIR"
Recording Artists
and
"TOGETHER"
■

speik very loudly and wave dollar bills." she said.
After failing with the wildlife division, the OCHT sent
representatives to the Ohio legislature last year. Petkwitc
said several members were not allowed to testify, adding
the legislature's refusal to vote the lea-hold trap ban out of
committee also was indicative of lobbyist pressure.
PETKWITC said inaction on the trap ban does not reflect
the results of a statewide poll of more than 500 registered
voters. Ira Gaffin, a representative of Gaffin & Associates,
which conducted the poll, reported that 74.9 per cent ol
those interviewed supported the ban. and 14.4 per cent
opposed such legislation.
Even among respondents who identified themselves as
hunters. 57.5 per cent favored banning of the steel leg-hold
trap and less than one third said they would oppose the
ban. according to Gaffin.
Petwitc called the results of the poll the opinion of the
"silent majority" and said they prompted the executive
committee to begin allcmpling the amendment.
She said in order to place the leg-hold trap issue on the
November ballot, at least 400.000 voter signatures must be
collected before August. She said it may be difficult to
collect this amount ol signatures, bul Interest in "animal
liberation" will persuade people to volunteer.
"Animals can't speak for themselves." she said. "We have
to protect them from the pain of being lacerated in steel
jaws."

Senior giving starts
Senior Giving Week started lasl mglil al Bowling
Green's Holiday Inn when 200 seniors met for U\e
Senior Challenge Kickotl Banquet. I lie group started the
annual fund-raising project by pledging S12.JS5.J
overshadowing last year's amount by $4,055.
Raising money for new equipment in ihe Recreation
Building, which is slated for groundbreaking in
December, and the creation of a new park for the
Commons area, between the Education and Business
buildings, are two goals of the senior class. A third
category fix seniors to designate a particular pledge also
is available.
"Super is the only word to describe their efforts."
Larry Weiss, assistant Alumni Affairs director said. "This
group of 200 seniors has really gotten the class off to a
good start."
The banquet marked the beginning of a week-long
drive, in which 300 volunteers from die senior class will
solicit their classmates for pledges. In the seven years
Senior Challenge has been in existence, more than
SI 20.000 has been pledged.

Girl's plea scorned by town solon

***************
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construction site and in me
office.
Murphy said no specific
statistics are kept on the
number of women in
industrial education and
technology, because "We've
never made a big deal over
the department or quotas,
we just keep teaching."
As
for
majors,
enrollment is up 7 per cent
from 1971-72. with 180
technology majors and 143
education majors. Murphy
said students are realizing
technology is much more
than a high-school shop
course, but a means to work
in industry and education
on elementary, high-school
and college levels.

Leg-hold trap ban hoped

Award-winning African novelist
to review Africa's western image
By Norm* Sleele
Staff Reporter

experienced a tremendous
amount of growth in recent
years. Students in speech,
popular culture, journalism
and computer science are
among non-majors who take
courses in this area.
Camera facilities, printing
presses, television labs and
graphic design facilities help
prepare students for careers
in printing and publishing
production,
advertising,
commercial and industrial
photography and film.
CONSTRUCTION
technology is also a part of
the technology department,
but is housed in die
technology annex. This
program prepares students
for work both on the

KAPPA
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Spring Pledge Class
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ruin the beauty of the
village.
She spelled ruin "ruen "
She said she wanted to keep
the small-town quality of
Olmsted Falls and that big
bridges would hnng big
highways and factories.
Porter responded in a
letter to her by accusing the
townspeople
of
being
"moochers.
scroungers,
chiselers and parasites"
because the community had
no social, civic, sporting or
cultural amenities.
He said that to enjoy
these things, they had to
drive on county roads to
other cities and impose on

ABORTION
•125.00
OLLFREE

9 » m. 10 p

1400-438 5534

others for accommodations
PORTER TOLD Belli
that she should tell her'
teachers to spend more tune
on spelling, punctuation and
sentence structure.
"She is a meek and mild'
child." said her monthcr.
"His letter was crude and
strong.
It was not so much thatPorter disagreed with Beth
but the way he said it •■"it's'
kind of sad. a grownup
picking on a kid." Beth's
mother said. "He never
answered her questions on'
what to do with the'
bridge."
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Playing hockey: only for guys ?
Many students come to
the University with no
special interest in ice
hockey. A good number,
however.
become
avid
followers of the University
hockey
team,
1975-76
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association champions.
But how many fans can
imagine BG hockey players
Ken Morrow. Tom Newton
and Mark Wells on the ice at
(he same time as Linda M.
Patten'
If the idea of a woman
playing hockey seems like a
novelty to you. it shouldn't
anymore. Patten, who was
graduated
from
the
University in 1975 but is
taking additional classes, has
been active in organized ice
hockey at the University for
three years, both in the
intramural leagues and in
physical education classes.

She said she plays hockey
because she enjoys the
game, but it doesn't come
easily.
"I love 10 play, but for
me it's hard work 1 have to
work harder at it than many
guys do because I can't
out-muscle
very
many
guys," she said.
SHE SAID the men in her

PATTEN BEGAN playing
hockey
ia
physical
education classes when she
was a sophomore. Even
then, ice skating was new to
her.
'' I
was
pretty
self-conscious and scared
about playing hockey with a
bunch of guys in my class."
she said. To register for the
.lass, she needed the
approval of the director of
the
physical
education
department
and
other
department heads.
Patten said she became
interested in hockey during
her sophomore year when
she kept statistics for the
varsity team's practices, a
job she still holds.
mm
m tm.
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Kissinger finishes tour;
hopes for African peace

KISSINGER repeated US
support for a peaceful
solution to racial problems
in southern Africa that

would keep the region free
of big power rivalry.
In his hour-long speech,
Kissinger proposed:
•-An
international
resources bank with $1
billion initially to finance
increased
raw
material
output on terms acceptable
to Western investors and to
the poor countries that
provide the commodities:
-Establishment of buffer
stocks of key commodities
to smooth out market
swings;
-A more rapid splead of
Western technology arnoung
poor nations. The United
States would make available
seabed and satellite data and
encourage creation of a US
"technology corps" to train
foreign manpower;and
--Debt
burdens
of
destitute
nations
be
considered individually and
long-term
financing, in
which private sources would
figure importantly, should

be increased The Ford
administration would seek
congressional appioval to
offer US aid to the poorest
countries as pants not
requiring repayment, and
would urge other donors to
Jo likewise.
KISSINGER
said
UNCTAD offorU could end
boornand-bust cycles and
extend opportunities for the
woild's poor majority.
/
In an interview with three
American
television
correspondents.
Kissinger
said "the Soviet Union may
not
support
it
(his
program), but they have no
means of blocking it. The
Soviet Union is not so ties
with the world economy..."
Initial
Third
World
reaction to the speech was
favorable. Many delegates
said
the
American
suggestions could help avoid
a
possible
rich-poor
confrontation at UNCTAD.

WASHINGTON
(AP) - With their favorites
all but out of the race, labor
leaders are looking toward
an accommodation with
Democratic
frontrunncr
Jimmy Carter rather than
risk sitting out another
presidential election.
No rush of support is
expected
beyond
that
already given by a few
liberal unions, but most
union chiefs arc becoming
reconciled to a Carter
victory at the Democratic
convention.
Contrary to his position
in
the
last
election.
AFL-CIO President George
Meany is telling his political
lieutenants that if Carter
wins the nomination, the
giant labor federation will
throw its full support
behind his presidential
campaign. But. sources said,
support will be keyed to an
acceptable clarification of
Carter's stand on labor
issues.
The independent United
Auto
Workers (UAW).
biggest of the liberal unions,
, is expected to work for
Carter in the Michigan
primary rather than back
Rep. Morris K. Udall of
Arizona.
the
so-called
progressive candidate.
LABOR LEADERS in
general have been suspicious
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of the former Georgia
governor. But some, among
them
UAW
President
Leonard Woodcock and
President Jerry Wurf of the
municipal employes union,
have indicated they can
forgive Cartel I'm sonic
positions that were less than
perfect
from
labor's
standpoint.
For example, they cued
Carter's
slowness
in
endorsing the pending full
employment bill in Congress
and his hesitancy in his
attitudes toward full-Hedged
national health insurance
and
towaid
repealing
right-to-work laws.
In I972 labor balked at
the Democratic
party's
nomiantion
of
George
McGovcrn and for the first
time since the merger of the
old AFL and CIO in 1955
refused to work for die
Democratic
presidential
ticket.
This caused some painful
divisions within
labor's
ranks and added to the
landslide of Richard Nixon,
whose
name
was an
anathema to most of the big
union leaders. There is a
general consensus, even
among the conservative
building trades, that nobody
wants to go through that
again.

"WE'VE GOT to get rid
of Ford," said a union
political strategist.
Meany said last winter
that the AFT -CIO would

remain neutral in the
pnmaries and decide altei
the convention whether to
support
the
nominee.
Individual unions were free
to get involved and a

number
of
them,
particularly
those
that
supported McGovern. have
been busy getting members
elected
as
convention
delegates.

US-Soviet rivalry feared;
USSR building militarily
LONDON (AP) -Detente between the
Soviet Union and the United Slates seems to
be eroding, and signs point "to a period of
pronounced American-Soviet rivalry," an
iiilliieiiu.il research group said yesterday.
Suspicion between the two superpowers
over future intentions and objectives bode ill
for inieni.itmi.il stability, the International
Institute lor Strategic Studies said in its
annual survey of world strategy.
However.
Christoph
Bertram. the
institute's director, told a news conference
he was "not overly/ impressed" by the
buildup of Soviet military power during
1975 and so far this year.
DESPITE MOSCOW?* success In Angola.
the survey said, both major powers suffered
setbacks in 1975. "Both emerged from the
year somewhat cut down to size."
The Americans were "only gradually
emerging from the double trauma of
Vietnam and Watergate" and it could be
some time "before the nation would again
agree upon a course of action." The Soviet
Union was plagued, the survey said, by
major grain shortfalls and "the repeated
absences" of its leader, Leonid I. Biezhnev,
Communist party general secretary.

Although "Washington and Moscow
continued to pay lip service" to detente,
little or nothing was done to foster it and
"the momentum of detente had visibly
slowed," the survey said.
THE INSTITUTE is a private research
organization founded in I95H foi the study
of international security, defense and arms
control in the nuclcai age. Its members,
drawn from 60 countries, and its council are
international
The institute is supported financially by
grants from trust fun Js and foundations and
has been consulted by the United States and
other
administrations
on
particular
problems.
In connection with Angola, the institute
had harsh wmds for South Africa. That
country's "direct involvement in Angola was
a
serious military
and
diplomatic
miscalculation." Not only was it a setback
for Pretoria's efforts to ease tension with its
African neighbor, but its diicct intervention
on the side of the two groups opposing the
Soviet-backed
Popular
Movement
undermined US and Chinese efforts to
support those groups.
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THAT'S WHAT

SUPPRESSED
DESIRES
IS FOR.
SEE YA SATURDAY
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CLIP AND SAVE

BIG BARNEY
AUTO WASH

NO NEED TO HIDE
IT ANYMORE.

KATHARINE ROSSBUTCH CASSIDY AND
THf SUNDANCE KID"

But she also gets her
share of bumps and bruises.
Site sustained an ankle
injury in December and is
not fully iccovered. but her
plans still include hockey.

Furnished Efficiencies
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ALL

ice. She knocked out. an
opponent's tooth with the
end of her hockey stick last
quarter.

One of Linda Patten's teammates offers her a helping hand out of the nets after
perhaps helping her find the seat in the first place. But according to Patten this has
not been the case. She said she has never encountered any physical abuse from her
male teammates adding that many of them have gone out of their way to help her.
(Newsphoto by Daniel Ho)

*,

DELTA PSI
KAPPA
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the hardest part of the
game, she said, adding she
does not like to Nock shots
on defense.
"A lot of guys try to
intimidate me, but I'm not
afraid of getting kocked
down or running into
people," she said. However,
men counterparts had better
beware if Patten's on the

Labor's swing to Carter seen

Linda Patten sits on the male-dominated bench watching intently.
awaiting her turn la pla) She lakes hockey through (he physical
education department as well as playing on intramural teams.
(Newsphoto by Daniel Ho)

NAIROBI.
Kenya
(AP) •- Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger wound
up his I .'-day African tour
yesterday
with
global
economic proposals that
gained praise from Thnd
World delegates who said his
project
could
avoid
poor-rich
confrontations.
But
some
Westerners
panned it.
Kissinger flew to Pans
and a breakfast meeting
with
French
President
Valery Giscard d'bstaing
after his speech to the
fourth
United
Nations
Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD).
Many delegates said his
proposals took the United
States closer to meeting
poor country demands for a
greater share of the world's
wealth and a greater voice in
how it is spent.

Goal!

hockey classes have gone
out of their way to help her
and she has never been the
target for any physical or
verbal abuse because she is a
woman
in
a
sport
dominated by men.
Patten
claims
the
strongest part of her game is
her passing and ability to
assist on goals. Shooting is

You make the choice at
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I

OR PARTIALLY FURNISHED

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT [\ !
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> j
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WITH THIS AD YOU f[
5
CAN GET 50* OFF
<\
YOUR NEXT CAR WASH \
Checkout
our gas prices

1000 S. Main St. Offer GOOD I
Mon. thru Thurs. I
CLIP AND SAVE
•

OR PRIVATE BEDROOM
FOR DETAILS CONTACT

STADIUM VIEW APTS
STUDENT SECTION
»»»
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Ed majors offered city learning
By Willie Shunter
Staff Reporter
Education majors who
are
looking for
some
practical experience may
wish lo consider Project
Interaction (PI).
According to Dr. John F.
Newby, assistant professor
of education, PI is designed
for students enrolled in the

College
' of Education,
preferably of junior or
senior
standing,
who
seriously anticipate teaching
in
an
urban
school.
Participants will be assigned
to a school in the Toledo
public school system.
Prerequisites
for
application
include
an
educational
psychology
course and one methods

course in the student's area
of
specialization.
Participants are assessed a
$40
fee
to
cover
administration,
insurance
and transportation costs.
NEWBY SAID PI offers
student
teachers
an
opportunity to interact with
elementary and high school
Mulleins Newby explained

Reogan view brightens

Project

Project Interaction is designed for education majors who are
interested in teaching in innercity schools, according to Dr. John
F. Newby, assistant professor of education. (NevAphoto by Willie
Slaughter) s

CHARLESTON, W. Va.
(API-Ronald
Reagan's
supporters had hoped lo
keep
his
presidential
campaign alive with victory
in West Virginia. Now they
are hoping the Mountain
State will help build a
bandwagon.
Reagan
has staggered
President
Ford in four
consecutive
Republican
primaries, including a sweep
of all* 96 Texas delegates,
• victories in Alabama and
Georgia and a surprise win
in Indiana.
"The
West
Virginia
primary takes on a different
complexion now than it
mighl have if we had not
had this string of four .
victories,
a
Reagan

predictions,
it's
difficult.' he said.

loo

"IF WE ARE able to do
well there, it will help us
continue the momentum
and convince the volers we
really
have
something
going," he said.
"We had not counted on
winning Indiana. Before this
string, we thought that we
could at least split next
week by winning in West
Virginia. Then, even if we
lost Nebraska, we could
keep enough momentum
together
to keep
our
activities alive.
However, the spokesman
stopped short of predicting
victory.
"We never have made any

MEANWHILE,
a
spokesman for the President
said Ford will slop his
practice of publicly assessing
his chances before primary
elections.
The
President's
press
secretary.
Ron
Nesson,
called the silence part of the
President's
changed
campaign strategy.
The
suddenly
hot
Republican
race
has
overshadowed
the
Democratic primary, where
only Alabama Gov. George
Wallace is seeking to lake
delegates from Sen. Roberl
C.
Byrd's favorite son
campaign.

V -

Newby said the
now involves 5tl sfcdftts
il in the
assigned lo schoolToledo metropolitan area.
He explained that next
years program will
be
specifically oriented, toward
urban
schools.'^oSlJfing
students an opportunity lo
experience innercity school
policy on a first-hand basis.

restating that ., ' uioeroily
students
have , unique
strengths iand wetnesses.
Newby added. "TMe-tjourSn,
that
Project
Intefactioa
students
take
at I th^
University will enable the
student
to
provide
instruction that facilitates
the
achievement
ol
innercity students.'' * . *

Gov. James A Rhodes

COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
James A. Rhodes was asked
yesterday to delay any
reductions in payments lo
Ohio's health care providers
until June 30, despite a
warning that funds for the
current fiscal year will be
used up in less than two
weeks.
The request came from a
select
Senate-House
committee which decided,
as one member put it. thai
the department's Medicaid
crisis
"is
on
the
department's own books."
Rep. Myrl H. Shoemaker
(D-Bourneville).
co-chairman
of 'the

six-member Medicaid review
committee, said cuts in
nursing home and some
other
selected
program
payments now set to begin
May 15 would do nothing
to help meet a current
shortfall estimated variously
at S40 million to $50
million.
SHOEMAKER said the
department has a number of
possible alternatives' but
that there is no need for
hasty action because of the
lag
between
the
time
services are rendered and
the time at which bills are
paid, usually aboul 100
days.
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VOTER
REGISTRATION

PIKE
HOUSE
Refreshments

Applications for PI can
be obtained from academicadvisers,
the
program
advisement office or from
Project Interaction's office.
204 Library.

Are you talented? I* yesf
TED MACK
wants you!
Don't miss
this great
WIN $700°°
opportunity
For only '268™
The
SUMMER
OLYMPICS

nine days/eight nights in Montreal.
Details available UAO Office.
Deposit 100°°-deadline May 14

has about $21.5 million
remaining
from
$429
million
the
legislature
appropriated for health care
services in the current fiscal
year.
At the rate of current
billings, he said. "We're
going lo run out of money
within the ncxl 10 days or
two weeks." Slonc said the
piogram
actually
had
$421.2 million available tins
year as a result of Ihe
acioss-lhc-board, two per
cent budget cul imposed on
state departments lasi July
by ihe governor.
Bui he explained, in
response to questions, thai
even if the cut were restored
by the governor, "il would
only be enough lo last
aboul a week, at current
billing rates."

ANDBE
READYSUNDAY

"HOOPLE"

OHIO NEEDS YOU
••••••••

ABORTION
Starting Rate

$/2r,

Pi Kappa Alpha

Office

Gillen explained that on
Wednesdays.
trips
are
sometimes laken lo places
like Jefferson Center, a
school for students who
cannot function in a regular
high school, and Child
Study
Institute.
an
establishment
where
juvenile delinquents are
temporarily assigned.

"NUTS"

at

Applications now
available UAO

Beverly Gillen. junior,
who teaches at Maumee
Union Elementary school,
said PI aids future teachers
to become more prepared
by providing an opportunity
to gain more
specialized
experience.

CONGRATULATIONS

405 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
OR CALL
372-2951

Live Band

Tonight 8 p.m. —?

Thus, he explained, any
bills received now would
nol have to be paid unlil the
start of the state's new fiscal
year July I. The legislature
has
$128
million
in
unappropriated
welfare
funds which arc earmarked
for the 1976-77 fiscal year.
Decisions as to how those
funds mighl be allocated
among
various
welfare
programs are ycl lo be
made. Shoemaker said.
EARLIER,
William
Stone, director of the fiscal
affairs
division
in
the
Depaj.menl
a**. Public
Welfare..testifiedJttfore the
eommitteelhat Upfitogram

SIGN UP TO HELP WITH:

ALL CAMPUS PARTY

Ted Mack Amateur Show
May 20

Newby
said
30
applications
have
been
received for next falls'
program which has room for
35 total positions.
JUDY
R0BERTTS,
junior, teaches at Toledo
Scott High School and said.
"II is good experience to
come from a suburban
atmosphere to teach in the
innercity"

Ohio health care cuts requested

NOW delegates canvass
. for ERA ratification
The local chapter of ihc National
introduced in Congiess more than 50 years
Organization of Women (NOW) is scndinji
ago, and passed by an almost unanimous
four delegates to
Springfield. III. Next
Congressional vote in Match 1972. Thus far
weekend in an effort to help in getting the
33 states have ratified the proposal and five
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) ratified in
more stales are needed for the ERA to
that state.
become the 27th Amendment to the
Jean Pclertnan, president oi tlic Bowling
Constitution.
Green chapter, said part of the delegates' job
In criminal law, the ERA will prevent a
would
be
to
canvass
Springfield
state from giving different punishments lo
neighborhoods in an effort to dispel
men and women convicted of the same
common misconceptions about the ERA.
crime. According to NOW literature, in
"Some people think thai the ERA will
destroy the family, but that is ndl true."' she ' (hany*^(Bles women have received mote
fcvcrfiMVtenccs than men convicted of the
laid.
u^ crime.
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT fust was

spokesman
said
from
Washington Wednesday.

that "Course content is
geared to the experiences
that the students have in the
schools.
There
is
an
integration of theory or
educational
methodology
with the practical concerns
of a student teacher in the
classroom."
Participants are required
lo spend Monday through
Thursday mornings in theit
assigned schools and the
afternoons
on
campus
attending
upper-level
education classes.

Mother's Day
w
~ Special

I -24 tveek pregnancy
terminated b\
Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSf TO VOUR AREA

FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

CALL TOLL FREE

800-362-1205

THURSDAY, MAY 6 THRU SUNDAY, MAYS

HAMPTON
HOUSE
*

x(tlter*"*

'_!> **^ ,

A*

THE RANCHER
y.>v- v DINNER

^

$]39
IREG $1 69)

at participating Burger Chel "tores
Our hearty Rancher Dinner is
three-quarters sirlori. golden
tries, crisp salad and Texas toast

DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.

352-6293
APTS. AVAILABLE.
TOR SUMMER

705 7th STREET

WAYNE
APTS.
DELUXE 2 BDRM
FURNISHED APTS.
APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL

BurgerChef
510 E. WOOSTER, BOWLING GREEN
1312 OAK HARBOR RD, FREMONT

v

CALL FOR APPT.
372-0052
IFNOANSVvER
CALL 352-3029

724
Sixth St.
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PANHELLENIC
COUNCIL

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS
1976 SPRING
/£s SORORITY CLASSES

Alpha
Delta PI
Delta Zeta

Lisa Koanig
Gail Millar
Lanm Baatmai

Patricia Read

PatH FarHn

Tarry Slaw*

Lynn Gereaech

Maraha Bannat

Elizabeth tonerant

Sue Herman

Betty Strubbe

Brand* Inferior!

Elizabeth Tyson

MariltLohr

JodyWensink

JiH Pattarson

Shelly Wh.tefi.ld

Mary Kay MM

Sandra Win

Mary Jaan Phalan

Sua

L»II

Valerie Millar

Judy Clark

Lauren Schmidt

Edytha DaGirolamo

Lynn Snodgrats

Rana DeVrles

Cynthia Sommar

Patt Gesiorek

Jodi Swartzlander

Pamela Heichel

Joan Szaroleta

Lynn Holowaeh

Roberta Ward

Sandy Jamat

Sue White

Batty Kant

Sharri Schrantz

Chi Omega
N.kki Karakath

Vickie Malillo

Cynthia Kowalatki

Kay Mollwitz

Vanatia Chidat

Susan McCarthy

Patty Pagnard

Dabbia Dailay

Rabacca Mapai

Pat Raduna

Daborah Erdos

Backy Maadowt

Liia Rastatter

Carole Grabill

Nancy Cook

Jaan Roathar

Alpha Gamma
Delta
Ann Adamcak

Cindy Lawi.

ShaiiaBamay

Karan Martin

Diana Brink man

Nancy Moodtrvnar

Laa Ann Dim

J«n Morgan

Kathy Engelhard

Joan Oxender

Kathy Qarrittan

Jane Schmidt

Panny Jarama

Carria Simon

Mary Lynn Jividen

Karan Szuli

Alpha Chi
Omega
Phi Mu
Margaret Barrett
Kathy Barth

JanCappola

Linda McMillan
Maria Mayer

Cindy Abram

Amy Powart

Cindy Aluahaff

Jane Rehark

Lynna Danialak

Kathy Richards

Jacque Dembowiki

Carol Steffan

Laurie Irish

Karan Sulzmann

Judy Justice

Carol Sutliff

Pep Longdon

Mary Bath Thaman

Barbara Farrara
Cindy Hoffman

Nancy Brown

Paula Saifart

Pam Jeffen

Mary Butler

Brtnda Smock

Michelle Knight

A. Lynn Downing

Diana Timochko

Sua Laubach

Sharon Trick

Cathy Morahousa

Linda Wanzingar

Val Gentile

Karan LaZoai

N£

Gamma
Phi Beta

Delta Gamma

Ann Asm us

P\ir#n noowfi

Kari Butlar

E.iJadwisiek

Diana Chadariefc

KallyJanai

Elian Chambartain

MardaLanif

Theresa Cosgrove

Nancy Rode

Elaine Ardel.an

Denice Comaliui

Debra Longanbach

Cattwrina Vaako

Bath Aschbackar

Cindy Dominic

Marcia Milloy

Linda Koucky

Parkie Thompson

Franca, Vojlr

Nancy Barkimar

Randi Dudley

Sue Neitrick

Jacque Loman

Roaa Tombazzi

Q

Da* Von

The reta Bergman

Tracy Gilbert

Sandy Run

Patty Kraft

Bonnie White

M

BathBorghaaa

Charyl Hiter

Trish Sweeney

Cindy Dannit
Joyce Esper

•

Charyl Oaaehka
.

Alpha XI Delta

LeeWierwiMe

Jacotyn Danford

Patti Lazarton

Michelle Duda

Sheila McCown

Leilani Gebbhart

Karan Paxson

Nan Groves

Lonnia Pomarantz

Heidi Klingammrth

Gail Rudolph

Kim Winder

Malista Looney

Kappa Delta
Yvonne Bel fours

VanatW Flaming

Diana Schmidt

Elaine WasUewski

Nannatta Bamatt

Cynthia Lobazo

Charlene Saaly

Susan Weals

Carol Bowman

Beverly Patterson

Amy Smith

Julia Donnafl

Caroia Dtabrow

Roxann Runion

Cindy Suvak

Diana Kita

1

S

S
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O'Dell shows versatility, talent
Hit first acting role was as
a character named "Walrus"
in eighth grade. By the end
of this academic year, he
will have had three major
leads in University theater
productions and one hefty
supporting role.
His name is Dennis
O'Dell, and it is generally
agreed that he is one of the
most versatile and talented
•don to appear on the
University stage.
His track record attests to
that. Betides his roles as Ben
Butley in the upcoming
"Butley," Brother Julian in
"Tiny
Alice," and Sirl
Prince
in
''Sherlock
Holmes," O'Dell had two
major
leads
and
two
supporting roles last year.
"Butley" will be O'Dell's last
performance on campus.

production and appear in at
least one show each quarter.
If he is not cast, he is
required to work on a crew.
Bui this year he hasn't
had to worry about being
cast and for that, he said he
• is grateful. "I feel very
lucky that I've had the
chance to be in the shows
and to work with good
directors and do roles I've
enjoyed."
O'Dell declined to say
whether he
thinks
of
himself as one of the best
actors on the University
stage this year.
"I feel good about myself
as an actor. I also felt that I
have a lot to learn as an
actor. Each of my roles this
year has been a learning
experience, and in learning
more, I've learned how
much more there is to
know."

PART OF THE reason
for the hectic schedule is
that it is required by the
provisions of a theater grant
O'Dell received.
The grant requires him to
audition
for
every

HE EXPLAINED that in
high school he thought of
himself as a young actor,
ready to become an adult
actor and move to better
things. But now, he said he
feels he's barely begun-'Tm

By Beth Rooney

New
in the News
Newsline

consider myself an artist,
and that's what I want to do
with my life-work as an
actor.
But
the
rest
(stardom) depends a lot on
who you know, being in the
right place at the right time,
and luck."
The
advantages
of
big-time: "I'd like to be able
not to worry about money,
and pick the roles I like."
But he ruefully added, "I
don't expect to have to

an embryo waiting to be
born. Learning to be an
actor tikes all your life...it's
a continual experience."
He said he has always
wanted to enter professional
theater after graduation, but
has no illusions about the
spotlights, talk shows and
Tony awards.
"A long time ago I got
over ideas of stardom. I

worry about
Broadway
in
future."

being on
the
near

He said one of his biggest
concerns ' relates
to
becoming a professional and
trying to break into the
ranks of the famous. "I
would
lose
my
identity. ..and
I
can't
imagine walking along the
street and people whispering
"there goes Dennis O'Dell'."

Sea mining awaits UNs ok
UNITED
NATIONS,
(AP)-The third session of
the UN Law of the Sea
conference is headed for an
inconclusive finish today
with agreement still lacking
on the key issues of the
200-mile economic zone
and mining the sea door.
A bloc of nonaligned
nations proposed that the
conference resume
next
January. The United States
urged a summer meeting,
warning that failure to agree
by the end of the, year could
doom the ISO-nation effort
to write a comprehensive
treaty of rules for the world's
oceans.
The conference's general
committee
scheduled
a
meeting yesterday to discuss
the future schedule.
Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger has said the

United States cannot wait
much longer to start mining
the
deep seabed.
And
President
Ford recently
signed a new law to
establish
a
200-mile
American
fishery
zone
effective next March I.
NONALIGNED delegates
argued that
a summer
session would conflict with
too
many
other
international
conferences.
After meetings in Caracas
in 1974 and in Geneva last
year, the issue of a 200-mile
economic zone in which
coastal states would have
exclusive control of all
fishing and mining appeared
largely settled when the
session began two months
ago. But it ran into a
well-organized, determined
attack by some 50 inland
nations demanding a share

SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEE'S
ADUirsomvtt.Mi

ST. PAUL, Mini) (AP)-A
legal decision is drawing
near in the Reserve Mining
case
which
has
been
festering in the courts for a
half-dozen yean causing a
conflict
among
jobs,
environmental
standards
and health.
The case is a major issue
in northeastern Minnesota
where enviormental groups
increasingly raise the health
issua) citing reports that
tiny asbestos fibers have
been found in city water
supplies drawn form Lake
Superior. Courts have ruled

BGSU

the asbestos is produced by
Reserve'*" operations.
Asbestos fibers have been
found to be capable of
causing
cancer
when
inhaled,
but there
is
conflicting
evidence
whether they have the same
result when ingested with
food or water.
Wayne Olson, a state
hearing officer, is expected
to make his
recommendations this month on where
Reserve should discharge up
to 67,000 tons of finely
ground waste rock flushed
I daily into the lake from its
plant at Silver Bav.

Olson's proposal will go
to 'he Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency and state
Department
of
Natural
Resources. Those agencies
could issue permits for
construction of a pipeline,
expected to cost Reserve
more than $300 million, to
carry the waste to an inland
dumping site.
Reserve,
owned
by
Armco and Republic Steel
corporations, has said it
could not justify the cost of
running the line too far
inland. If it can't agree with
the state on a discharge site,
the US Circuit Court of
Appeals at St. Louis has said

SOUTHWYCK EIGHTH

5-7101

it would have one year to
halt
operations.
THE FIRM favors a site
as close as possiNe to Silver
Bay. 50 miles north of
Duluth.
The
state
pollution
control
agency
and
environmental groups favor
a site near the firm's
ore-mining site at Babbitt,
some 50 miles from Silver
Bay.
In a ruling here Tuesday.
US District Judge Edward J.
Devitl
fined
Reserve
S837.500 for polluting the
lake over a 335-day period
in violation of state permits.

SOUTHWYCK SHOP CNTR

BECKY BOHLMAN
1st Runner-up: Nancy Brown

4th Runner-Up: Barb Dobnieier
Miss Congeniality: Deborah Bui lard

"DIRTWATER FOX" AT 7:30 AND 9:40 P.M.

THE

/HARX"EI2C§

exclusive!

DUCK SCLP

A cu6 a» Ma alaaaa.
AWMUMiUMCk.
H* GtOOCE SEGAL
** Tfct DlrtwlUr FO>.

UCESE rtATH IQS

AukuMuk.

A t»aatlM pair ol pam.
h» GOUME HAWN
ki TV DwKf it

ADULTS $1 50 AT TWIUTE SHOW

Make
Cleveland State
University

.... DUCHESS AND THI

DIRTWATER FOJ

Your Summer Place

hotoc M tana » mvm HUM • Soaapai b mim f UM
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THE PLANNED switch in uniforms was announced
during fall quarter, but Shaffer said the delay m me
issuance of new uniforms is the result of manufacturer
delays. Fall quarter. University Police cruisers were
repainted from gray to brown.
The switch in uniforms will begin Monday in observance
of National Police Week. Shaffer said. A University Police
officer will be in front of the department office displaying
the new uniform and brown cruisers to interested students
daily from Monday through next Sunday. Hours will be
from 10:30a.m.-l 2:30p.m.and 6-8 p.m. daily

Miss BGSU of 1976

2nd Runner-Up and talent award winner:
Chris Collier
3rd Runner-lip: Pam Lindsey
NOW ... FIRST RUN!

pOLICf

Six-year-old mining case neardecision

congratulates

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT.
All SruDJNIS SI IS .WITHI.O I

Beginning Monday, University Potke officers will be
wearing new uniforms.
_
According to University Police Director Dale F. »"""•
the present gray and black uniforms are being replaced with
a brown and tan uniform with a shoulder patch trimmed in
orange. He said the change was made because the old
uniforms were worn out and the new uniforms will
distinguish the police as being University officers.

of the profits from the
offshore fishing and mining
of
neighboring
coastal
states

PHI KAPPA PSI

BARGAIN PRICES

University Police
wear new uniforms

fa

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
NOW... FOR ADULTS ONLY

SWEDISH NYMPHIT' AT 7:30 AND t:30P.M.

.1 lil N S ANSWhR TO LINDA LOVELACE'

<

too
soon,
too
often

Management Agent For
Piedmont Apartment St-8th St. & High
Haven House Manor - 1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses
furnished & unfurnished

Leasing Now For Summer and Fall
SUMMER RATES '300
MODEL OPEN - 15 DA/LV

F
POOl

mphet
toWA-MMaWlMI CAMBISTFILUCOi.CH OmllHtUmtf

NEW FURNITURE

Leasing Olficr

Phone 352 9378
8th & Hiqh St

One-Stop Service
for Cleveland Area Students
Dan Meyer, CSU Admissions Officer, provides complete
student admissions service

WHEN: Tuesday, May 11
9:00-11:30 a.m. &
1:00-3:30 p.m.
WHERE: Holiday Inn
PHONE: 352-5211
Appointment not required. Bring with you:
(1) Transient student authorization from your
University or copy of your latest grade report
showing good standing
(2) Check or Money Order for $15
(Transient Application Fee)
You will leave with:
(1) A CSU Summer Course Schedule
(2) An approved program of courses
(3) Appointment Card for Summer In-Person
Registration on June 17

Friday. May 7,1976, The BG Ntwi/Pagi •

Dorm damages show decline
■y Bil Lammen

i academic year will average
SI.32 a student, a decrease
Dsmsjes lo residence
of 33 cents for the same
halls and University-owned
period last year.
greek living units during fall
The
damage
index,
and winter quarters of this relating total cost to the

Kung-fu?

University
for damages
which
occur In halls,
showed that men's dorms
had the highest per student
rate--$2.4S.
Coed halls had a rate of

What's this? Two oil rants practicing for Saturday's Beta Little
500? A new way for the administration and students to settle
disputes? Nope, only giant inflatable wrestlers in mock battle in a
London parade. (AP Wiraphoto)

Th* Brothmr% of

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
would like to congratulate:

$1.97 and women's, 79
cents.
THE FRATERNITY rate
was 54 cents and sororities
showed an index of 28
cents.
Although
the
men's
dormitories index is the
highest, the $2.45 figure is a
decrease of S7 cents from
last year.
Seth Patton. assistant
director of housing said
many universities quote
figures which indicate that
coed halls have less damages
per student than either
men's or women's dorms, in
the hope that this will
promote that type of
campus living.
The
greatest
single
expense in men's residence
halls was glass damage in
Rodgers
Quad
where
damages ran $1,383.72.
Total glass damages for all
men's
dormi lories
amounted to $2,909.01.
Glass
damages
include
windows, mirrors and light
fixtures.
Founders
Quadrangle
suffered
$821.93
in
damages to elevators.
PATTON
SAID
the
report includes all damages,
whether
vandalism
or

accident, and added that, in
many cases, it is difficult to
prove vandalism.
The University collected
21 per cent of the damages
from
the
responsible
persons.
Conklin
Hall
collected 55 per cent of
their damage costs from
individuals
deemed
responsible.
Br om fi cI d
Hall
experienced the highest
expense per resident with a
$3.88 figure.
Harmon Hall had the
highest index for women's
halls with a $3.29 average,
primarily
because
of
upholstery and elevator
repairs.
Patton said he would like
to compare these statistics
to those for off-campus
apartments, hul no figures
exist for privately-owned
buildings. He added that
apartment owners also can
protect themselves through
security deposits.
Noting the high costs of
glass damage. Patton said he
would like to change the
light globes in Harshman
Quadrangle to plastic, but
the cost of transition might
he prohibitive.

Damage

A report on damages to University living unite shows the amount
of damages has decreased since last year. Men's dorms had the
highest rate of damage. (Newsphoto by Daniel Ho)

Mzx the Word.
The new word at Pisonello's It Italian submarine sandwiches.
Tasty capacola ham, mortadella bologna, spicy salami, mozorello
cheese on Irench bread, and topped by your choice of sweet
fried peppers or piiza sauce is o sub worth introducing.

Brother of the Year

Mitch McLaughlin

Outstanding Senior Athlete

Small«"t1J6-Lsrgs*" S1J6

Ron Burba

^—^^

Fast free delivery 352 5144

Outstanding Junior Athlete

Brian Conway
Outstnnidng Scholar
A plno never hod It so good.

Rk Griebllng

LEASING FOR FALL *

Ridge Manor
519 Ridge St.

3 man

•290 - 9V4 mo.
270 - 12 mo.

4 man

•320 - 9'/t mo.
300 - 12 mo.

fully furnished
- all utilities paid
CALL 352-0717

i**********************+*

t
*

SUMMER
LEASES

*
{

8th ST. APARTMENTS

¥

Loving Cup

•03413 Oth St.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
WITH AIR CONDITIONING

f
C

•130 PER MpNTH
PLUS ELECTRIC
'f

[

RIDGE MANOR

l
I

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
Ml5 PER MONTH
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS
•■

TROPICAL BLEND
FOR THE SAVAGE TAN

This is the darkest tan ever. And
you set it fast with Tropical
Blend, by Coppertone. It
smells like fresh coconuts. And it has strange

tropical oils. It lets the sun tan you
wild. Unleash the savage
tan with Tropical Blend
Then watch.The natives
will get very restless.

*130 PER MONTH
FOR 3 OR 4 PERSONS
0

NJOPICA^

^COPPERTONE'

CALL 352-0717
[********¥-¥*

©PICOGM «C 1976
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AFROTC wins award
for safety procedures
Th*. University', Air Force ROTC
(AFROTC) Deuchment 620 was awarded
the
Air
Force
"Ground
Sifety
Certiflcjle" for the yeer 1975.
Detachment 620 won the award
because it hai one of the belt safety
records
in
AFROTC
nationwide,
according to Capt. John N. Blackman,
pound safety officer for the detachment.
He said the local detachment has met all
selection criteria for a ground safety
certificate, since Nov. I, 1974. They
achieved a perfect ground accident record
during this academic year and last.
Ground safety criteria encompasses
every activity the detachment participates

in, other than air flight exercises. The
criteria includes traffic and bicycle safety,
military vehicles operation and treatment
of injuries resulting from sports activities,
Blackman said.
Blackman said winning the award was
significant because of the hazardous
winter weather this area experiences for
six months a year.
Detachment 620 was chosen for the
award from 160 AFROTC detachments
across the country.
The award reads "for meritorious
achievement in ground safety, presented
in
recognition
of
outstanding
performance in accident prevention.
ROTC Detachment 620."

Senate panel links FBI tactics to killings
WASHINGTON
(AP) - The FBI directed
more than 200 Cointelpro
operations against the Black
Panther Party (BPP) and
promoted
a
gang war
between the Panthers and a
rival group in which four
persons
were killed, a
Senate report says.
Information from the
FBI intelligence program
also led to a 1969 raid in
which Chicago police killed
Fred Hampton and another
Panther, the report said.
The report by the staff of
the
Senate
intelligence

since
Marxist
President
Salvador
Allende
was
overthrown in a bloody
military coup in September
1973.
Simon also will visit
Brazil and Mexico.
In
Mexico, he will attend
opening sessions of the
Inter-American
Development Bank meeting.
He
will
return
to
Washington on May 16,

SIMON
SAID
in
a
statement
before
his
departure that the United
States will seek to develop
closer economic ties with
Latin America, especially
through expansion of trade.
"We believe that the
United States must continue
to
exercise
economic
leadership and our efforts
are aimed at helping the
Latin American countries to
help themselves," he said.

Simon sought to head off
criticism of his visit to
Chile, where he will meet
with
Chilean
President
Augusto Pinochet, by saying
he expects his trip will
result in the release of a
group of political prisoners.
At the State Do pi..
spokesman Frederick Brown
told newsmen Chile agreed
to release some political
prisoners
before
Simon
departed.

ADDITION

to

promoting warfare between
the Panther* and rival
groups
such
as
the
Bbckstone
Rangers
in
Chicago and U.S. Inc. in Los
Angeles, "the FBI employed
the full range of Cointelpro
techniques" in an effort to
destroy
the
party's

effectiveness, the report
said.
The
gang war
that
erupted between the Black
Panthers
and
US Inc.
resulted in the shooting
deaths
of
four
party
members
and
several
beatings in I96u. An FBI

memo noted that "although
no specific counterintelligence action can be credited
with contributing to this
situation, it is felt that a
substantial amount of the
unrest
is
directly
attributable
to
the
program."

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZ'.E
59 Compoaar
Adolpbe
61 Skull bulge
62 Chain part

ACROSS
1 Brittle
t Biideound*
10 Lyric companion* o( buttou
14 Signal system
16 Likea beehive

63 Jot

64 Pacific
66 Ineecte
66 Suffix with
dark or light
67 Waap*'noma*
DOWN
1 Boast

•iajn
17 Molding
18 Philippine
Island fan)
19 Partnarof ha**
20 Rich: Phraet
22 Baliavea
24 Spree
25 Exclamation ot
aurpria*
26 Before 1939
29 Laantoaor

2 Type of review

3 Graven image
4 Pale

6 Draw out
6 Dieter'* bane
7 Loui*vUI*'»
river
6 Ineodety
9 Stifle
10 Diaparage
11 Farmer'* team
12 Instant

(ante

33
34
36
37
39
40
41
42
44

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

IN

16 Bus station

Simon on Latin American tour
WASHINGTON
(AP)-Treasury
Secretary
William E. Simon departed
yesterday on an 11 -day tour
of Latin America aimed at
finding ways of "helping the
Latin American countries to
help themselves," he said.
Simon flew to Guayaquil,
Ecuador, where he planned
to spend the night before
continuing to Chile today.
He will be the highest-ranking US official to visit Chile

committee denounced the
FBI tactics as "deplorable"
and added that "equally
disturbing is the pride which
bureau officials took in
claiming credit for the
bloodshed that occurred."

46
47
49
50
51
54
58

Light: Let.
Civic
Stead
Take aa one'*
own
Poetic contraction
Tree
Large ganua of
ahniba, the
mallow*
Arrive at
Peat-war aeon.
IP
Unmindful
Card gam*
Dreadful
Moveeuddanly
Extreme limit
Humbug
Styliah

IS Norms: Abbr.
21 Folklore creature
23 English king'*
nickname
25 Which place
26 Fountain tound
27 Man'* nickname
28 Comic •ftarpiece.
in ancient the* tar
29 Originatas
(from)
30 Duck
31 Do (double take
32 Koran chapter*
36 Loopofrope
38 Stable yard*
40 Duraea

43 Comparative
word
46 Fleur-de
48 Immediately
60 French novelist
51 West Coast
campus, for
short
52 Spare
53 Coin
54 The "woodpile"
55 Architect van
dwRohe
56 Sloop
67 Austrian river
60 Bembi'* mother

42 Poeitiv*

—■*••*- CL3SSIFIED —a®*Congratulations to all of our
new little sisses! The Delt
Brothers.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Friday. May 7. 1976
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St. Noon
& 1 p.m.

Sunday. May 9, 1976

_

Ml. -L.

BGSU Sailing Club rr»e»*| Rm. 222 Wrth-Jci. Bldg. Free
& open
Slide present, will be given on the Special Olympics by
Stud. Coun. for Except. Child. Rm. 112 Life Sci. Bldg.
7:30 p.m.
Karate Club:Go|u-Kai practice 5-7 p.m. Rm. 201 Hayes.
Monday. May 10, 1976

Alpha Chi
Omega
"FLAMING
BABIES"
Jane Rehark
Kathy Richards
Carol Steffan
Karen Sulzman
Laurie Sutliff
Mary Beth Thaman
Sharon Trick
Linda Wenzinger

Cindy Abram
Cindy Aluaheff
Lynne Danielak
Jackie Dembouaki
Laurie Irish
Judy Justice
Pep Longdon
Cathy Morehouse

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
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KAPPA SIGMA

PhonK4HI Ml S417I

CLAY

RIDGE

OAK
W. COURT

congratulates
It* now activat

Baskets
Tea Pott
Candle Stickt

115 CLAY ST. 10-6 p.m. TUES.-SAT.

Apt. to let lor summer.
Univ. VIII. a/C. 2 bdrm.
352-6268.

The Den full or part time
employment,
now.
Full
time June through Aug.
exp.
preferred in men's
clothing
sales.
Contact
Dave.
352-0204
or
352-5265.
Drivers w/car. Apply in
person Crusty's Pizza Pub.
532 E. Wooster.

L

Mother, would you
like a gift from
Calico, Sago & Thyme?
Herb Plants
Potpourri
Herb Wreaths

Parkie-Congratualtions
on
pledging Delta Gamma. - C.

Expert typing. Reasonable
rates. 352-7305.

641 - 3rd St.
352-4380

MARTY EARLY

PHIL COLE

STEVE MARAGAKES

STEVE FORSYTHE

TED SCHULD

RONERFMAN

BOB KANE

BILL MANOS

DAVE COWLES

TERRY RYAN

s.

Tt^r^T'^^^a^^Al^'a^^a^a^l
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FOR RENT

LOST AND FOUND

HELP WANTED

Amy Powers

Fender Music Master bass
guitar, good cond. $50:
Fender Bassman Ten amp.
exc.
cond.
$250.
Call
372-4652.

House for summer 320 N.
Enterprise, 352-4307.

EMPA
Emotional
&
Material Pregnancy Aid. Wa
care. 352-6236 MS.F 1-3
p.m.Tu..W..Th.. 6:30-9:30
p.m.

•220 - 9 mo.
•185 - 12 mo.

KAPPA SIGS CONGRATUALTE JIM PARENICA.
DAN PONTON & GORDY
SAYRE
ON
BEING
TAPPED INTO ANTEANS.

1974 Honda 450. Roll bar
& 2 helmets. Exc. cond.
352-2712 evenings, alter 5.

Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St. 6:30
p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED

2 bdrm unfurn. Apt.
utilities pd. exc. elec.
gas, heat & a/c, carpet

Hey Alpha Sigs! On your
mark, get set, get psyched:
for the Beta and the party
after.

25" Raleigh Grand Prix exc'
cond. $130. 353-9234.

Miss
BGSU
contestants:
Many
thanks
from the
photographer.

FOUND:Wrlstwatch
on
handball
court
3
in
Stadium. 352-0303: ask tor
Bill.

MID-AM
MANOR

announces their 17 new

DG's & Sigma Chi's, Did
you forget about Bob &
Betsey's lavaliering?

TR-6 1973 Sun/fun: am-fm.
custom
bumpers;
419p
collect
473-3367
or
531-4314.

Chi O's get psyched
spring formal '76!

tor

Congratulations
to
Pam
Lindsay for 3rd runner-up
In the Pageant! We couldn't
be Prouder. Love, Your
Sisters.
SAE's-Drinking
Beer
&
Rollerskates
made
our
Thursday
Turn
Out
GREAT!
Thanks
for a
terrific warmup. Love. The
Chi O's.

ERA
RALLY
May
16
Springfield. III. For more
Info, call 372-2281
1&3
p.m.

The Sigma Chi's wish to
congratulate Jenny & Dave
on your Chi O • Sigma Chi
pinning.

Way to go Bev & Matt, let
that DU pin shine, the
Alpha Phi's.

Congratulations
to
Rob
Oowling, Ridge Tenney. &
Ben
Hellming
on
being
tapped into Antaans. The
Brothers of Sigma Chi.

WANTED

Alpha Gams are makin'
tracks for the the Beta!

WANTED TO BUY: Rock
& Roll & Rhythm & Blues
Records...before
1965.
352-8001.

Thanx Anne, Lua & Sisters
of Alpha XI Delta for your
support. Nancy.

Working girt wants to form
car
pool
from
BG to
downtown
Toledo.
352-0087.

Phi Psi's get ready 'cause the
KD's are psyched! Let's end
the Beta right & dance &
drown at the tea Saturday
nlte!

PERSONALS

To
Those
Ravishing
Beauties
on
4th
Floor
Dunbar-Thanks for the card
& all four finalists win a
date! Special thanks to my
pal in 403. Love, Bill.

FINDERS-OVERSTOCK
SALE, prices reduced.
Shop at Varan's for your
Mothers
Day
gifts.
All
jewelry
20% off.
Large
variety of turquoise Jewelry
30% off.

Happy Birthday Rich. To
the best recruitee we know.
Beck & Nancy.

Eunies Bar. Happy Times.
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 So.
Main St.

Barmaid 21 or over, part
time Call 287-3270 Mr.
Reno.

Eunias Bar. Happy Times.
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 So.
Main St

Quality never tasted so good
Thanx to the 12 skinny
Seeds on the Matt. 410.

Big Surprise at the DG
Formal!!
Congratulations
Betsy
4
Bob on your
DG-Sigma Chi lavaliering.
The Brothers of Sigma Chi.

Alpha Gams give special
thanks to Gary, Dave. Ed,
Mark, Musk. Tim, Lester,
Dave, Gene, Ziggy. Chris.
Don, Brady, & Gary for all
their help during rush.

Pink Ponk & Scibbish would
like to congratulate little Sir
echo on his Sigma Chi, DG
lavaliering.

Nancy, congratulations on
being selected outstanding
pledge. Your big is proud of
you. DZ Love, Pam.

DZ's: Are you ready lor the
"Premature Burial"?
D.U. Lil Sis Car Wash - Fri.,
11-3. $1.00 Parking lot by
Conklin.
The wheels we'll spin. Let's
get
out
&
win.
We're
psyched! Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pldgs.
Freddie - Although I won't
be here WE WON!! is what I
want to hear. Good luck in
the Beta. Love, Toni.
Hummels lor Mothers Day
at Vatan's, 109 N. Main St.
Julie Anne & Jeannie would
like to congratulate Gamma
Phi's
houseboy
on
his
lavaliering.
FOR SALE

The Detts have blood in
their alcohol systems after
our bufflo w/the DZ's-Your
"Foxes on the Run" were
fun!
The Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta
would
like
to
congratulate
Pres.
John
Mitchell for being chosen as
an Anteanl Scoring Heavily!

RAIN FOREST Plants for
Mothers
Day - Hanging
Fuchsias, Vincas, Begonias,
Wandering
Quads.
Ferns
Coleus. Mints. 190F S. Main
Mini-Mall.

Hoover
refrigerator;
dorm-size. exc. cond.: best
offer. 372-4411.

Nice 2 bdrm. turn. 10 x 50
mobile home w/air. avail!
summer &/or tall qtr. Next
to campus: opposite towers,
352-7484.
Apartments & rooms tall 4
summer rentals. 352-7365,
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind
Burger
Chel)
CARTY
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (1*
blks.
Irom
Towers)
2
bdrm.-4 person apts. (will
place 1-2-3 students into ah
apt. to fill 4 man apt.)
Summer rates lor 1-2-3-4
students. 352-7365.
FOR
SUMMER 256 S.
College. Apt. A. fum.. 3
bdrm. June I5-Sept. 15.
Total rent $325. Deposit
$75. FOR SUMMER 256$.
College Apt. B., lum. 2
bdrm.. June lb-Sept. 15.
Total rent $300. Deposit
$75.
Call
352-3611
oV
352-6489.

SUMMER APARTMENTS.
352-4671 or 3521800.
,,
FOR SUMMER
521 E. >
MERRY, NEAR UNIV. 2
BDRM. 4 PERSON. FURN.,
A/C, FREE CABLE. WASH
4 DRY AVAIL. ENTIRE
SUMMER
$300
PLUS
ELEC. JUNE 18-SEPT. 5.
352-6489.
"~—^^~ ^~~~^^~ —?

Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7363.
1 bdrm., fum.. a/c, very
nice,
near
campus
(.
up-town
$155/mo.
plus
elec. Summer or 1 yr. Pit.
352-8035.
Best rate in town 2 bdrm.
a/c.
641
3rd
177/mo.
352-4380. Avail, now.

2 bdrm. apts. 352-1800 or
352-4671.
2 summer subl. own bdrm.,
close. 352-6656.
Preferred Properties renting
for summer & fall. Special
summer rates. $300. Call fix
info. 352-9378.

Frosh's determination aids llnksters

Cruse keeps going and going
ByDkkRees
A»ociate Sports Editor
Steve Cruse isn't one to give up easily.
Take, for instance, the time a few years back when the
Falcon golfer got in the way of a friend's follow-through
and got hit by the dub right beneath the eyebrow.
"There was a stream of blood from the course to the
clubhouse," he recalls, as if the blow wasn't serious. "So I
went to the hospital and got stitches and went back to the
course and finished playing the same day. I had it going
pretty good..."
MORE RECENTLY, the freshman pulled a muscle in his
back on the ninth hole of a 36-hole, one-day tournament
and finished with rounds of 81 and 80 while in extreme
pain and having trouble breathing.
"I was three over at the time, but I figured if I could get
it up and down, I'd be okay." Cruse said, rehashing his
experience in the Mid-American Conference (MAC)
Invitational 11 days ago. "So I kept it going and I ended up
helping the team."
And help the team is exactly what the Rochester, N.Y.
native has done all season.
Currently BG's second-best golfer with a 77.1 average,
Cruse has established himself as a mainstay on coach John
Piper's vanity.
His "never-say-die" attitude is an obvious reason for his
steady play.

"NORMALLY, I've always been pietty steady," he said.
"A lot of my play this year lies in practicing as much as 1
have. I've never practiced as hard as I have since I've been
here.
"But the thing I like about golf is ii being all up to
yourself." he continued. "The problem lies within you. It's
an individual sport and there's no my you can blame
anybody but yourself if things go wrong.
"I don't give up. If you give up on a shot too soon,
you're in trouble, and you can't do that in this game."
What is it. though, that attracts Cruse to the sport?
"It's the mental aspect." he said. "You have to
concentrate all the time, so I'd say it's a 50 per cent mental
game. I guess that's what turns me on to it."
And what about college golf
"I LOVE it. I think it's great going to a tournament
every weekend," Cruse explained. "I like going 36. 54 or 72
holes. That way, if things go bad. you have a chance to
bring it back. And if you've got it going, then you'll have a
good tourney."

The BG New

Cruse hopes to get it going this weekend as the Falcons
compete in Michigan State's Spartan Invitational at East
Lansing. Mich.
The BG squad left yesterday morning, practiced
yesterday afternoon and is set to tee it up this morning
along with 21 other teams.
The 36-hole tourney (18 today. 18 tomorrow) has
attracted a strong Midwest field, including most Big Ten
and MAC schools and some top independents.
FRESHMAN Jeff Parsons. Cruses roommate, and junior
Jim Decker finished one-two in this week's challenge to
earn spots IU the Falcon lineup this weekend.
Piper's top four remains intact with sophomores Johnny
Miller and Gary Trcatei. senioi Steve Mossing and Cruse
answering the starter's call today.
"I think we probably have the best combination of
experience and youth in the lineup in a while." Piper sajd
Wednesday evening. "It's a new combination, but I'm
excited about what's going to happen."

SPORTS
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Hosts quadrangular meet

Falcon tennis team wants respect
By David Smercina
Sports Writer
Bowling Green golfer Steve Cruse is in interne
competitor and his play this season has proven that.
The freshman ranks among the top 15 linksters in the
conference with his 77.1 average. (Newsphoto by Jim

(Man)

Netters host CMU
By Sue Cawr
Sports Writer
Bowling Green*s wet lacrosse women dealt Ohio
Wesleyan University (OWU) its first defeat of the season
yesterday. 11-3.
Although the game was called with seven minutes left to
paly in the final period, the lady laxers held a commanding
lead and OWU conceded the loss.
"I am just really excited." said Carol Durentini. head
coach of the 8-2 Falcons. "This victory has got to be the
most satisfying and gratifying one of the season for us."
WESLEYAN, always a strong Midwest Conference team,
defeated the Falcon laxers last season 9-7. but the adverse
weather conditions seem to cause more problems for the
Bishops than BG.
"Considering the elements I believe it was a good game,
although it is difficult to judge the ability of opponents,"
Durentini said.
The Falcons keyed on a weak Wesleyan defensive wing
and played a predominantly right-sided game which paid
off in an 8-2 halftime lead.
Consistent senior scorers Ginny McGee, Mary Schlanger
and Holly Spittler lead the attack with five, three and two
goals respectively. Sophomore Gail Billet completed the
total with one score. Senior goalie Noreen Goggin recorded
eight saves.
THE FALCONS outshot the Bishops 11-3 in the first
half and 26-11 for the game.
"The seniors really wanted this game, it being the final
home one of the year," Durentini said. "This victory was
the culmination for a fine season."
BG"s lacrosse women travel to Oberlin College tomorrow
for a triangular match with Ball State University and the
host club.
The Falcons easily defeated the Cardinals last weekend
16-2 and Durentini forsees no difficulty in that match.
Oberlin. on the other hand, is expected to give the laxers a
good game.
"Oberlin is a consistently improving team." the BG
Mentor said. "They were a strong team last season and I
expect them to be even stronger this time around."

"We don't got no respect."
That's the gripe of Bowling Green
tennis coach Bob Gill, refering to the
fact that other teams seem to be
overlooking his netters.
The Falcons are 4-0 in league play,
and were picked by the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) coaches to finish
third in the final standings. Yet teams
like
Ohio University and the
University of Toledo (TU) are being
regarded as higher MAC finishers.
But the Falcons will have their
chance to raise a few eyebrows this

weekend when they entertain TU.
State University (BSU) and
University of Cincinnati (UC) in
BGSU Quadrangular today
tomorrow.

Ball
the
the
and

THE TWO key matches for BG will
be with TU and BSU, both MAC foes.
Gill said BG will be shooting for those
two teams and that Cincinnati will be
secondary.
"I expect this weekend to be very
siinili.il to the one at Northern Illinois.
All four teams are as evenly matched.
as any four in an quadrangular I've
seen this year," Gill said. "I will be
very surprised if any team wins all

Indy 500 trails open
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) -Although
formal
opening of the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway is not until
tomorrow,
preliminary
work began yesterday on
some of the cars that will
seek a starting spot in the
May 30 Indy 500, the
world's richest automobile
race.
Twenty-two of the 71
entries were wheeled into
the Speedway's garage area

yesterday
and
eight
underwent
preliminary
technical
inspection
necessary before they can
be run on the 2V4-mile oval.
Another dozen or so cars
were in garages in the
Indianapolis area.
THE
EIGHT
which
started inspection included
defending Indy champion
Bobby Unser's Cobre. Still
in the garage was the

Cavs drop opener
BOSTON-Despite an outstanding comeback effort
from Cleveland,the Boston Celtics took the first game
of the Eastern Conference final series, 111 -99, last
night at the Boston Garden.
The best-of-seven series will resume here Sunday at
1 p.m.
The Cavaliers, minus center Jim Chones, .who is
injured with a broken foot, trailed by 16 points in the
second period, but roared back to tie the game at 77
after three periods.
But then the Celtics regrouped and outscored the
Cavs, 34-22. in the final stanza.
Former Bowling Green athlete Nate Thurmond
took over the pivot position for the ailing Chones and
held Celtic star Dave Cowens to 14 points.
However, the 6-9 Cowens controlled the boards
throughout the contest.
Dick Snyder and Campy Russell each had 21
points for the Cavs, while Jim Cleamons chipped in
with 18.

Vollstedt to be driven by
Janet Guthrie, the first
woman ever to enter the
Indy 500.
Car No. 75, wrecked by
Gary Allbritain in last
week's Trenton 200, was
rebuilt, renumbered No. 8
and will be driven by Indy
veteran Steve Krisiloff.
Miss Guthrie, who was
given the green light to take
her
Indy
rookie test
following an impressive
championship car debut at
Trenton, probably will have
her car tested by teammate
Dick Simon before she
practices in it here.

tluec of its matches."
But the BG mentor said he thinks
the Falcons might be slight favorites
He points to the home court advantage
and the strong Falcon doubles teams
as factors that could spell out victory.
"We have to maintain our strong
doubles play." Gill said. "If we do
well have a good shot at both."
THE ROCKETS will open the
weekend's matches with BG at 3 p.m.
today. This one will be for the
championship of Northwest Ohio, the
crown which the Falcons possess after
winning last year 5-4.
TU is led by "the outstanding
league freshman in Tom Dimofski,"
Gill claims. Dimofski, tin- 1974
Canadian National champion (18 and
under) and I''7 5 Kingston Open
champion is 14-5 playing at the
number one spot.
After Dimofski, there is only one
Rocket who is ranked above his
Falcon counterpart in the weekly
MAC releases. Mark Starkey is just
ahead of BG's Brian Huffer at number
four singles.
Yet all other TU players return
from last year's squad which finished
third in the MAC.
THE ROCKET'S top doubles team

is their second. Same for the Falcons.
BG's other teams arc rated over
Toledo, which is still trying various
combinations at both spots.
Gill said he thinks TU is one of the
six teams that will have a shot at
finishing in the top three in this year's
MAC championships, which arc less
than two weeks away.
Tomorrow at 9 a.m. the "Bird
Bowl" will start. The Falcons will
meet the BSU Cardinals. There is
another special rivalry here; BSU
coach Bill Richards was a graduate
assistant under Gill here in 1971.
"They are the potential surprise
team of the league." Gill said.
THE CARDINALS sport a solid
lineup, with no real strong spots-but
no real weak ones either.
Their lop performers plays at sixth
position. Scott Perleman. one of only
three returning lettermen, is 134.
"The weakenss in Ball Slate seems
to be doubles." Gill said.
BG has won the last two outings
between the two clubs, but last year
the Cardinals finished above them in
the MAC tournament and the Notre
Dame Invitational.
Cincinnati will close the activities
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. The Bearcats
are 4-14, after finishing last year at
9-14.

THE 38-YEAR-OLD Miss
Guthrie, a 13-year sports car
racing veteran, probably will
start on the first phase of
her 100-mile rookie test
tomorrow afternoon. .
Tomorrow's opening will
mark the first practice at
the Speedway since a
two-day period of tire
testing last month. Only a
handful of cars participated
at that time, however, but
including
1974
winner
Johnny Rutherford.
A week of practice
precedes
pole
position
qualifying Saturday, May
15.

Falcon laxers entertain Ohio State
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
This is the game that 10
seniors haven't been looking
forward
to--their
last
lacrosse game at Bowling
Green.
The Falcons laxers will
test Ohio State in the
season's finale at Doyt L.
Perry Field tomorrow at 4
p.m. following the annual
spring football game.
Attackmen Rick Knowles
and Jeff Woloshyn, the
Falcons' leading scorer
(27-35); midfielders Dave
Favorite, co-captain Paul
Collins, Joe White, Steve
Cabalka, co-captain Matt
Kenny and Kurt Schlemitz;
defense men Mark Cody,

Joel Wilson
and Bob
Malekoff and goalie Pat
Collura will hang up their
sticks
after tomorrow's
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association (MLA) contest.
BUT THE going won't be
easy for the Falcons after
Wednesday's 18-4 defeat to
Ohio Wesleyan, the MLA's
first-place team. The loss,
the worst since last year's
season
opening
16-3
drubbing by Washington
and Lee, broke a Falcon
string of 27 consecutive
MLA wins.
"Nobody played well
against Ohio Wesleyan,"
said Falcon coach Jim
Plaunt, who absorbed his
first loss as head coach.

"They played excellent and
I don't want to take
anything away from them
because they're an excellent
team, who I think will
represent the MLA well."
Lee Murphy. (7-2-9), and
Steve Cabalka, (11-2-13),
scored first-half goals and
Tom McNicholas and Kirk
Morton tallied in the second
half but the Falcons could
not match Ohio Wesleyan's
18 goals.
"Ohio Wesleyan can play
against anyone in Division
Two," Plaunt said. "That's
realistically
where
we
should be in (Division Two).
But we can't mope and
grope about the loss, our
seniors will have to pick us
up and get us going again.

They're a super bunch of
guys that I'm very, very
proud of. Their four-year
record is 39-6."
THE
BUCKEYES
featuring
outstanding
players like goalie John
Szakmary,
the
MLA's
second-leading goaltender
and attack-midfielder Steve
Allison, will provide a stiff
test for BG.
The
Buckeyes upset
Denison, 8-5, earlier in the
season.
The
Falcons
defeated Denison, 11-7. The
Falcon laxers still have an
outside chance of tying for
the league championship if
the Bishops lose to the Big
Red and Bowling Green
defeats Ohio State.

Bowling Green has won
the MLA title the last three
years.
"Our destiny is being
handled by someone else,"
Plaunt said. "I'd be very
surprised if Ohio Wesleyan
lost, especially the way they
played against us. We
couldn't control the ball,
the faceoffs, didn't have
many ground balls and took
only 17 shots. No one
played well but the trainer
did a good job."
THE ONLY thing the
Falcons can do now is play
a good game against the
Buckeyes and keep their
fingers crossed.
Stranger
things have
happened.

Reach

Freshman Tom Olson stretches to hit a backhand volley in the
Henry Ford Community College match earlier this week. Olson
seems to have broken out of a mid-season slump after winning his
bit two matches. (Newsphoto by Mindy Mflligan)
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Diamondmen, Miami battle for second place
By Tnry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor

And the race is on lor second place in the MidAmerican
Conference (MAO this weekend.
Usually the second spot in die MAC doesn't mean Ihal
much, hut this year might he different. An NCAA
toumamenl berth might go to the runner-up
Miami and Bowling Great, who play a doubleheadcr at
Warren E. Stellcr Field starting at I p.m. today, holh have
decent overall records and are second and third,
respectively.
"THERE ARE iwo weekends left, hut for nglil now."
Falcon coach Don Purvis admits, "it's (the doubleheadcr
for second place. If we win both games Friday, we'll he
sitting pretty good."
Kip Young (9-1) and Jim Joyce (6-1) will match pitches
with Redskin righthanders Steve Req/sch ( 1-3, 3.66 ERA)
and Steve Flreovid (4-2, 2.60 ERA!

MACs tandings
Conference
W
L
GB
X
1
g
4
IM
2'/i
5
3
7
5
2M
6
6
34
4
4
IM
4
(>
4'A
i
7
5'/$
s
1
SM
t
X
(>

TEAM
Eastern Michigan
Miami
BOWLING GREEK
Ohio University
Ball State
Toledo
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Nortltern Illinois
Kent State

w
2')
.'4
28
17
2X
25
IS
2.<
X
X

Overall
L
PCT.
')
.763
16
6X0
9
7S7
17
.500
10 .7.17
<>
,735
17
.514
.657
12
17
120
21
,276

Today' games
Miami at BOWLING GREEN. 2, 1 put at Stellei Field
Eastern Michigan I Western Michigan, 2
Central Michigan a Northern Illinois,.'
Ball Stale at fold. i
Tomorrow's games
Ball Stale at BOWLING GREEN. 2.1 P m. at Stellei Field
Eastern Michigan a Nor the rn Illinois. 2
Central Michigan at Western Michigan, 2
Miami at Toledo. 2
Ohio University at Cent Stt te, 2

Tomorrow, the Falcons host Ball State, while Miami
must travel to Toledo. Romie Schwieterman and Stu
Thicdc Of Gary Kile will start for BG against the fifth-place
Ordinals.
Two years ago, MAC teams were limited to send just the
championship ileatn to the national baseball tournament.
Bui there was a rule change last year that brightens the
hopes lor Bowling Green (28-9) and Miami (34-16).
"IT USED TO be that only die first-place club could go.
but a year ago it was changed.'' Purvis says. "The district
selection committee automatically grants the MAC and Big
Ten champions NCAA berths and then it will select two
oilier learns.
"These learns can bo second-place teams from the two
conlcrences or indcpatdail teams and they'll compete in
another district," he added
Both Ihc Redskins mid the Falcons still can catch
league-leading Eastern Michigan, but they'll have to have
big weekends
IHI the Falcons, these are the last two MAC homo
twinbills of the season.
"We arc hitting the ball well and. if our pitching holds
up. we'll lie a pretty good loam." Puivis said. "We've missed
Mike Hale (sore shoulder) this year, but since he ean'i
pilch, we're doing the best we can without him."
The biggest Miami slick to watch out for is the one
carried by righttieldcr Jell Rowland.
Rowland is hitting ..'52 and has driven in 33 runs.

RECORD BOOKS-BG conlorlieldei Randy IJW and
catchei lany Owen aie both aiming to break all-time
school records this weekend.
law has walked 39 times this season, just one short of
the mark set by Rod Allen m 1972
Owen has lied the Falcon record foi runs batted in with
31. Tom Tiettmeyei is nod with him, but probably not for
long, lieilmoyoi. who sol his milestones in 1964, spanked
nine homers thai yeat lor the school record, but Owen is
|usi three behind.

Foi Ins first season, freshman Jim Selgo wasn't expecting
much, but he sure is surprising himself,
lire versatile performer, who usually plays thud, has
cniiio oil the bench to Inl 491, good foi second in the
league in hitting
"SINCE THE Notio Dame game when
linn IIH loin, everything has been going good
Solgo said. Jim is Ihc brother ol Dick, who was
standout In the outfield last year, hut was lost
graduation.

Give me
a bat

Hot hitting Rands I aw prepares to pick his limber against Findlay College. The
senior center fielder raised his balling average over 40 points this week and aims lo
continue his onslaught this weekend when the Falcons host a pair of important
Mid-American t .inference douHeheaders. (Newsphoto b> Minds Milligani

Women laxers triumph
By Sue Casor
Sports Writer
Bowling Green's women tennis team recorded us fifth
shutout in seven matches Wednesday lo remain undefeated
ilns season
llie lad) neticrs downed Oberltn College 5 0. hut the
score u.is .i I'M deceiving High winds and inconsistent pla>
hampered the performances ol the Falcon women
"The wind al Oberlin makes the wind al Bowling Green
seem like a spring breeze." head coach Janet P.nks said. "It
was sen difficult to assess the ability ol out opponents
because ol the wealhei conditions and because out girls did
not play consistent tennis llnec out ol out five matches
went to llnec seis "

I went
lor me.
a Falcon
thiougli

Thinclods make Yuri for win
By Bill Eslep
Sports Editor
The Ohio University (OU) Hack
squad may have a "field" day with Ihc
Falcons tomorrow afternoon,
But don't expect the Bobcats to
"run" all over BG when the Iwo teams
clash in a Mid-American Conference
(MAC) dual meet at Whillaker I rick
You see. the contest, winch begins
with the field events at 3 30 p in and
the running events al 4 p.m.. will pit
Ohio's field event talent against the
Falcons' strength on the track.
"They're weak in the middle and
long distances, we should clean
house." BG coach Mel Biodt said.
"But
they've got a couple of
outstanding long and triple jumpers."
TAKE MIKE Minims, for instance.
The OU leapei i.mks first in the
Conference this week in the triple
jump at 51-414. In addition, his 25-0
best in the long jump tanks second in
the event to Kent Stale's Steve
Harden. And he's qualified foi the
NCAA championships in both events.
Minims won the loop triple jump
title last ycai, while Bowling Green's
Lew Maciin finished thud And both

will go al il again tomorrow in one of
the meets' in.no exciting events
"I always jump bettet against
Minims." Machn said last sveck. "I
have the utmost respect loi him. lie's
liisi beautiful to watch. Bin he always
bungs out llie best in inc.
ADD TO Minims. Jun Wagnei (6-8
in the high jump), Charlie Bewoll
1150-9 in the discus. 46-10 in the shot
and I'l 1-1 in the javelin) and Paul
Ossmaiin (90-0 In the hammer) and
you have seven field events in winch
the Bobcats have bettered IK! this
season.
It's only in the pole vault, where
Jell Opell (14-9) and Steve Johnson
(13-6) own BG and OU respective
besis. that the Falcons own ,i field
event best performance
But four of those events aie in the
weighls-nol exactly a BG sirongpoinl
ibis season-to put it mildly.
"They're weak in the hainmet
(Ossman). hut at least they've got
someone in there.'' Biodl said. "To try
and win the meet, we have to offset
the hammer, discus, shot in a huny
and sweep a few events."
AND THE Falcons aie likely to gain

more than Ihcit share ol points on the
track
Although Ihc meet will once again
be run at meters, comparisons in jusi
three events will uncovei the Falcons'
super iorit)
100-yard dash, BG's Brian Storm
(9.5) vs. Oil's f\de Phillips (9.7);
-440-vaid dash. BG's Ron Taylor
(47.8) vs. OU's Greg Kujua (49.1);

MARi KUR/. BG's lunnbci one singles-player, defeated
k.iihs Shdnhouse, ol. 7-5. in straight sets Freshman Barb
Swick, playing numbei two singles needed an extra set to
gei i>\ Gwen M.iigiii. b-3. 4-6, b ; Swick remains die onls
undefeated singles playei
Numbei three singles Pans Ptl/ also had some difficulty
maintaining her concentration Inn managed to regain hei
composure in defeating Debbie Davis, 6-2, 6-7, 6-1
"I was quite confused aboul ihc scoring," P.nks said
"The gnls were inconsistent. I hey would win big in die
lust set. slack oil and pui die match intoa thud set But I
appreciate the ability of the gnls and when they do find
themselves in a thud set, I feel confident that they ssill pull
It out."

-THE MILE inn. BG's Gary
Desjaidins (4 05.6) vs. OU's Rick
Mansfield (4:20.5).
•And the three-mile run. BG's Tun
Zumbaugh (13:51.5) vs. OU's Greg
Moran 114 20.2).
And just leiiieinbei there aie II
running events and eight field events.
♦

*

•

Bowling Green owns 1-3 overall and
1-2 MAC dual meet records, while the
Bobcats ate 1-2 and 0-2 in the league.
Both loams lost to MAC favorite Kent
State. BG 94-69 and OU 91-71

Ohio, which finished eighth at last
yeai's loop title chase, was picked by
the league coaches to finish seventh
this sou IK!, meanwhile.a third-place
finishoi in 75. was picked for fifth.

The Falcons' Gale Billet (left) scored one goal despite
the wet conditions in Bowling Green's 11-3 victory
over Ohio Wesleyan yesterday (Newsphoto by Minds
Milligan).

IN DOUBLES action, the numbei one team of seniors
Sue Rupert and Joii.ilec Wiandt easil) downed Sharon
Friedman and Carol Hoffnaglc, 6-2, 7-5 Freshman Carol
Rantala and Robin /isk.i. aftet finding thou mark, whipped
Carrtc I ousta and Margaret ('banes . 2-6, 6-2. 0-2.
The undefeated women netters will host a dual match
with Central Michigan University (CMU) this afternoon on
the Ice Arena tennis courts.
flic usually-strong CM! Chippewas toll victim to the
Falcons last season. 5-4. III a scis close match. P.nks
expects them to be quite tough again this sen especially,
undei the direction of a new head coach.
ihc Falcon women travel to Oxford tomorrow foi a dual
match ssnli Miami lIniversity

BGSU
SPRING FOOTBALL GAME
Saturday, May 8, 1:30 p.m.
Doyt L. Perry Field

Higher

Falcon high jumper Ron Met.ruder thrusts upward toward the bar during lasl
week's triangular with Central Michigan and Ball State. The junior. Toledo native
will be in action tomorrow when the local tracksters host league foe Ohio
University at Whittaker Track. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

TICKETS AT THE GATE
Adults *1°° Students £ Children .50
BGSU'S Baseball. Tennis, Lacrosse and Track teams wUl also see
home action Saturday afternoon, so plan lo spend the entire day
in I ak .inland '

I

